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Introduction

Introduction
This guide explains how to use the SNYPR connector libraries to create connections
and ingest activity and enrichment data from antivirus tools, DLP, IAM tools, web
proxy, SIEM, third-party intelligence, email security, operating systems, enterprise
applications, and more to support the out-of-the-box and custom use cases in your
environment.

SNYPR Overview
SNYPR is a big data security analytics platform built on Hadoop that utilizes Securonix
machine-learning-based anomaly detection techniques and threat models to detect
sophisticated cyber and insider attacks. SNYPR uses Hadoop both as its distributed
security analytics engine and long-term data retention engine. Hadoop nodes can be
added as needed, allowing the solution to scale horizontally to support hundreds of
thousands of events per second (EPS).

SNYPR features:

l Supports a rich variety of security data, including security event logs, user identity
data, access privileges, threat intelligence asset metadata, and netflow data.

l Normalizes, indexes, and correlates security event logs, network flows, and applic-
ation transactions.

l Utilizes machine learning-based anomaly detection techniques, including behavior

profiling, peer group analytics, pattern analysis, and event rarity to detect advanced
threats.

l Provides out-of-the-box threat and risk models for detection and prioritization of
insider threat, cyber threat, and fraud.

l Risk-ranks entities involved in threats to enable an entity-centric (user or devices)
approach to mitigating threats.

l Provides Spotter, a blazing-fast search feature with normalized search syntax that
enables investigators to investigate today’s threats and track advanced persistent
threats over long periods of time, with all data available at all times.
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Documentation Conventions
There are different font styles used throughout the SNYPR documentation to indicate
specific information. The table below describes the common formatting conventions
used in the documentation:

Convention Description

Bold font

Words in bold can indicate the following:

l Buttons that you need to click

l Fields in the user interface (UI)

l Menu options in the UI

l Information you need to type or select

Indicates commands or code.

Menu navigation
The navigation path to reach a specific screen in the UI is separated
by a greater than symbol (>). For example, Menu > Administration.

UPPERCASE FONT All uppercase words are acronyms.

Folders and folder
paths

Quotation marks are used around a folder name or folder path. For
example, “C:\Documents\UserGuide”.

Additional Resources
If you require additional information, the following guides are available:

Document Name Audience

RIN Installation
Guide

On-boarding team and deployment engineers who need to install

the RIN to connect to the SNYPR application to ingest data.
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Document Name Audience

Content Guide

l Data Integrators and deployment engineers who need to use

existing connectors to import data and deploy available

content.

l Content developers who need to use the out-of-the-box

content to detect the threats to your

organization.

Analytics Guide

Content developers who need to use the existing content and

custom analytics available in the SNYPR platform to develop use

cases to detect the threats to your organization.

Security Analyst
Guide

l Information security professionals and security analysts who

need to detect and manage threats.

l Risk and compliance officers and IT specialists who need to

use SNYPR reporting capabilities to monitor and remediate

compliance.

Access Analytics
Guide

l Information security professionals and security analysts who

need to detect and remediate high-risk access due to

orphaned accounts, privilege creep, or account compromise.

l Compliance officers and data owners who need to review and

remediate access for privilege creep, SOD  violations, and

orphaned accounts.

Administrator
Guide

l System administrators and service providers who need

information about how to monitor and administer the platform

at a systems level.

l Business managers and other users in a supervisory role who

need information about how to use SNYPR to grant employees

and partners access to applications, check for policy

violations, and manage cases.

Web Services
Guide

Developers who need to communicate to SNYPR using the REST

APIs.
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User Data
User identity data is information about the user such as first name, last name,
department, division, title, manager. SNYPR uses the user identity data to add context
to events and activities. Additionally, this information is used during analytics to
identify suspicious activities. User details from one or more identity data sources can
be fed to the application.

SNYPR ingests user identity data, correlates it, and detects anomalies indicative of
different types of threats. Data ingested by the application is normalized and
correlated to enable context-aware monitoring and analysis using advanced
algorithms to identify threats.

Collection Methods
SNYPR imports user data using collection methods and out-of-the-box premium
connectors. You can select from existing connection methods or create a custom
connection.

SNYPR imports user data using the following collection methods:

l Files

l Database

l LDAP

l Out-of-box Connectors

SNYPR provides out-of-the-box connectors for datasources that provide default
attribute mapping and conditional actions, which you can customize to suit your
environment. Data can be ingested using the following connectors:

l Active Directory

l Google

l Okta

l Oracle IDM

l Oracle Identity Analytics (OIA)
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l Salesforce

l SailPoint

l Splunk

l Waveset IDM

Click a collection method or connector above to learn how to configure it when you
import user data.

Steps to Import User Data
You must perform the following steps to import user data for a tenant:

1. Create a Connection: In this step, you will configure the connection method for the
tenant. You can use an existing connection or create a custom connection.

2. Configure User Import: This step is where you will:

l Map event data attributes with corresponding SNYPR attributes.

l Set conditional actions for user life cycle changes, white listing, and pre/post

actions on identity data.

3. Schedule Job to Run: This step is where you will schedule to run the job.

4. Review Imported User Data: This is an optional but recommended step, where you

can review the job status to ensure the data was uploaded successfully.

To view more in-depth instructions on how to import your user data, click here.
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Import User Data
SNYPR provides connections to several different identity stores including directories,
databases, delimited files, identity management systems, and identity governance
technologies. To import User Data, complete the following steps.

Step 1: Create a Connection

In this step, you will configure the connection from an existing connection or create a
new connection.

1. Navigate to Menu > Add Data > User.

2. Click New Connection to create a new connection.
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From here you can choose to ingest data from a traditional collection method, or
an API connector.

3. Do the following, depending on the type of collection method you want to use to
ingest your data:

File

This section describes how to import data to SNYPR from a delimited (comma or
pipe separated) file.

Before You Begin

Prior to importing data from a file, ensure you have the following information:

l File Name, location, type (fixed length), file delimiter.

l The connection method, host IP address, port number, credentials, and source
directory if the file is located on a remote server.

l The URL and credentials for the proxy server if the remote server is a proxy
server.

Instructions
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1. Complete the following information in the Connection Method section:
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a. Connection Method: Select File from the drop-down.

b. Connection Name: Provide a name to uniquely identify this connection.

c. Import Using: Select Console or the Remote Ingester name from the drop-
down.

2. Complete the following information for Connection Properties section:
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a. Upload a file?: This field has two options, including:

l YES: Choose this option if you want to browse for a file on your local
machine.

l NO: Choose this option if you want to specify the folder path in which
the imported file is located.

b. Select File to import: This option only displays if Upload a file? is set to
YES. Click Browse to select the file for the import.

c. File Name: Enter the name of the file containing the data that will be impor-
ted.

d. Fixed Length: Do the following, depending on what you set this field to:

YES

a. Skip to next step.

NO

a. The following fields only display when this field is set to NO:

l Column Delimiter: Specify the delimiter between the fields in the
input file.

l Column Identifier: Specify the symbol if any, used to enclose each

column in the input file. Leave this field blank if there is no symbol
used.

b. Continue to next step.

e. Import from Remote Server?: Do the following, depending on what you set
this field to:
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YES

a. The following fields only display when this field is set to YES:

l Remote Connection Type

l Host IP Address

l Port Number

l Username

l Password

l Source Directory

l Proxy Server?

l Test Remote Connection?

b. Continue to next step.

NO

a. Skip to next step.

3. (Optional) Complete the following information in the More Settings section:
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a. Source Folder: By default, SNYPR expects the file to be in the
"${SECURONIX_HOME}/import/in" folder. If the input data file is located in
another location, provide the location of the folder by editing the Source
Folder text box.

b. Success Folder: After the import is completed, SNYPR compresses the
imported data file and moves it to the Success folder (${SECURONIX_
HOME}/import/success). Change the location of the folder by editing the
Success Folder text box.

c. Failed Folder: If the file fails to import, SNYPR compresses the file and
moves it to the Failed folder "(${SECURONIX_HOME}/import/failed)".
Change the location of the folder by editing the Failed Folder text box.

4. Complete the following information in the Additional Settings section:
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a. Exclude Header: Specify the number of header lines to be excluded from
input file.

b. Exclude Footer: Specify the number of footers lines to be excluded from
input file.

c. Number of lines to Ignore: This field only displays when d.1. and d.2. are set
to YES. Specify the number of lines you want to ignore.

5. Click the Refresh button in the top-right corner of the screen to preview

the input.

6. Continue to step 4.

Database

This section shows how to import data from a database, such as MySQL, MSSQL
Server, and Oracle.

Before You Begin

Prior to importing data from Database ensure you have the following information:

l JDBC URL to connect to the Database (IP Address or host name, port number,
Database name and type).

l Credentials to establish the connection.

Instructions
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1. Complete the following information in the Connection Method section:
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a. Connection Method: Select Database from the drop-down.

b. Connection Name: Provide a name to uniquely identify this connection.

c. Import Using: Select Console or the Remote Ingester name from the drop-

down.

2. Complete the following information for Connection Properties section:
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a. Database Type: Select MySQL from the drop-down.

b. JDBC URL: Enter the JDBC URL.

Example: jdbc:mysql://<host>:<3306>/<database>.

c. Driver Class: Enter the database specific class.

d. Database Username: Enter the user name for the database.

e. Database Password: Enter the password for the database.

f. SQL Query: Enter the SQL query for the data import. Example: select
employeeid, firstname,lastname,department,workemail from users.

3. Click the Refresh button in the top-right corner of the screen to preview

the input.

4. Continue to step 4.

LDAP

This section covers how to import data into the SNYPR application using LDAP
(Lightweight Directory Access Protocol). SNYPR can connect using an LDAP or
LDAP over SSL connection. The application uses an LDAP search to query the
directory for the appropriate data. It requires an account with read permissions to

perform the search. Follow the steps below to establish a connection, and import
user identity data.

Before You Begin

Prior to importing data using LDAP, make sure to have the following information:

l Host name

l Credentials to establish LDAP connection (username and password)

l Domain
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Instructions

1. Complete the following information in the Connection Method section:
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a. Connection Method: Select LDAP from the drop-down.

b. Connection Name: Provide a name to uniquely identify this connection.

c. Import Using: Select Console or Remote Ingester name from the drop-down.

2. Complete the following information in the Connection Properties section:
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a. SSL?: Set to YES  if the LDAP connection requires SSL.

b. Hostname: Enter the IP address of the server that holds the LDAP accounts.
ldap://ipaddress:389

c. LDAP Username: Enter LDAP user name with privileges to search the OU
structure where the user records are present. The default format is the
domain\username.

d. LDAP Password: Specify the password for the LDAP account.

e. Base Context: Specify the DNS name prefixed with DC.
Example: DC=securonix,DC=com.

f. Filter: Specify the search filter to search for users. Example: (&(objectCat-
egory=person)(objectClass=User)).

g. Referrals: Select one of the following options from the drop-down:

l Ignore: Choose if you want to ignore referrals.

l Follow: Choose if you want to automatically follow any referrals.

l Throw: Choose if you want to throw a referral exception for each refer-
ral.

h. Source Folder: Enter the complete path to the directory where this file is
located.

i. Success Folder: Enter the complete path to the directory where this file
must be moved once the import has completed successfully.

j. Failed Folder: Enter the complete path to the directory where this file must

be moved if the import job fails to complete.

3. Click Test Connection to check the credentials provided are correct and you
are able to connect to LDAP without any issues.
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Note: If you are unable to establish a connection, verify that the

hostname/IP address of the LDAP context server is configured correctly in

the "ldap.config.properties" file in the "/Securonix/tenants/Snypr/securonix_

home/conf" folder:

Example: //grails.plugins.springsecurity.ldap.context.server =

ldap://71.252.225.132:20389 Ex. 'ldaps://<server>:<port>/'

4. Click the Refresh button in the top-right corner of the screen to preview

the input.

5. Continue to step 4.

Active Directory

1. Do the following information in the Collection Method section:
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a. Drop-down: Select Active Directory the drop-down.

b. Connection Name: Provide a name to uniquely identify this connection.

c. Import Using: Select Console from the drop-down.

2. Complete the following information in the Connection Properties section:
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a. SSL?: This field has two options, including:

YES

a. Select YES if the LDAP connection requires SSL.

To enable SSL connections, add Certificates to Java Keystore by completing
the following steps:
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1. From the terminal, get the location of JAVA_HOME using the command
echo $JAVA_HOME. Invoke the key tool utility (found in the $JAVA_
HOME/bin/ folder) to import the new certificate to the existing keystore.

2. To import the new CA certificate, run the following command:

3. sudo $JAVA_HOME/bin/keytool -import -alias [alias] -file [file location of
the new certificate] -keystore $JAVA_HOME/jre/lib/security/cacerts

4. The default password for the keystore is changeit. Type Yes to the ques-
tion Trust this certificate?.

5. The Certificate was added to keystore message indicates the successful
import of the new certificate. Restart Tomcat to reflect the changes.

NO

a. Skip to step 2.

b. Hostname: Enter the IP address of the server that holds the LDAP accounts.

Example: ldap://10.1.12.123:389.

c. LDAP Username: Enter LDAP username with privileges to search the OU

structure where the user records are present. The default format is the

domain\username.

d. LDAP Password: Specify the password for the Active Directory account.

e. Base Context: Enter the Base Context for Active Directory. This is usually

the location in the AD tree structure where the search starts. The search is

always down the tree structure; not upwards. For example, Base context can

be DC=securonix,DC=com).

f. Filter: Active Directory contains service accounts, user accounts, computer

accounts and other accounts. Not all accounts are required. The application

restricts the search by specifying filters to extract user identity details, for
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example, (&(objectCategory=person)(objectClass=User)). This could vary

depending on the client configuration of the Active Directory.

3. Click Test Connection to ensure the credentials are correct and you are able to
connect to Active Directory without any issues.

If you successfully connected to LDAP, you can preview your data by clicking
the Refresh button on the top right of the screen.

Note: If you are unable to establish a connection, verify that the

hostname/IP address of the LDAP context server is configured correctly in

the "ldap.config.properties" file in the "/Securonix/tenants/Snypr/securonix_

home/conf" folder.

Example: //grails.plugins.springsecurity.ldap.context.server =

ldap://71.252.225.132:20389 Ex. 'ldaps://<server>:<port>/'

4. (Optional) Before moving to the next screen, the solution provides an option to
use Active Directory as the source for Access Entitlements.

If you want to evaluate Active Directory group memberships, click YES. If you
do not want to import group memberships, click NO.
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5. Continue to step 4.

Google Directory

This section describes how to import data from Google Directory. For complete
instructions to configure the Google Console API, see Configure Google for
SNYPR.

Before You Begin

SNYPR uses a .p12 File or open authentication (OAuth) to connect to Google
Directory to import data. Ensure you have the following information prior to
setting up the connection, depending on the authentication type:

.p12

l The .p12 file generated from the Google API Console.

Note: The file must be present in /Securonix/ten-

ants/<tenantname>/Console/securonix_home/conf/google/ or uploaded

from the local machine.

l The service account email used to provision the project.
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l The domain from where the data is to be imported.

l The admin email address used to generate the service email account.

OAuth

l Name of the project that holds SNYPR related information to connect to
Google.

l The service account email used to provision the project.

l The domain from where the data is to be imported.

l The Client ID generated from the Google Console API.

l The Client Secret generated from the Google Console API.

Instructions
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a. Complete the following information in the Connection Method section:

1. Connection Method: Select Google Directory from the drop-down.

2. Connection Name: Provide a name to uniquely identify this connection.

3. Import Using: Select Console or remote ingester name from the drop-down.

b. Complete the following information in the Connection Properties section:
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1. Project: Provide the project name created for SNYPR in the Google Console
API.

2. Authentication Type: Click the drop-down and select the authentication
type.

.p12

a. Service Account Email: Provide the service account email used to pro-
vision the project.

b. Admin User Email:Provide the admin email to connect to the domain.

c. Domain: Provide the domain from which to import the data.

d. Private Key File: Browse for the .p12 file generated from the Google
Console API on your local machine.

OR

e. Specify File Name: Specify the .p12 file name.

Note: The file must be present in /Securonix/ten-

ants/<tenantname>/Console/securonix_home/conf/google/.

OAuth 2

a. Service Account Email: Provide the service account email used to pro-
vision the project.

b. Domain: Provide the domain from which to import the data.

c. Client ID: Provide the Client ID generated from the Google API console.

d. Client Secret: Provide the Client Secret generated from the Google
Secret console.
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e. Click Generate Token. A dialogue box will appear.
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f. Click Allow and close the window.

g. Click Populate Tokens.

c. Click the Refresh button in the top-right corner of the screen to preview

the input.

d. Continue to step 4.

Okta

This section describes how to import from Okta API.

Before You Begin

Prior to importing data from Okta, make sure to have the following information:

l URL of the Okta API.

l Token generated from the Okta API.

For information about how to generate a Token from the Okta API, see the Okta
Authentication Deployment Guide.

Instructions
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1. Complete the following information in the Connection Method section:

a. Connection Method: Select Okta from the drop-down.

b. Connection Name: Provide a name to uniquely identify this connection.

2. Complete the following information in the Connection Properties section:
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a. URL: Provide the URL of the Okta API.

b. Token: Provide the Token generated from the Okta API

c. Use default values for the following fields: 

l Source Folder: ${SECURONIX_HOME}/import/in

l Success Folder: ${SECURONIX_HOME}/import/success

l Failed Folder: ${SECURONIX_HOME}/import/failed

d. Click the Refresh button in the top-right corner of the screen to preview

the input.

e. Continue to step 4.

Oracle IDM

The following section describes how to import user data from Oracle IDM.

Before You Begin

Prior to importing data from Oracle IDM, make sure to have the following
information:

l OIM Host Name

l OIM Port

l Credentials to establish the connection

Instructions
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1. Complete the following information in the Connection Method section:

a. Connection Method: Click the drop-down and select Oracle IDM.

b. Connection Name: Provide a name to uniquely identify this connection.
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b. Complete the following information in the Connection Properties section:
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a. Host Name: Provide the OIM host name.

b. Port: Provide the OIM port.

c. Username: Provide the OIM username.

d. Password: Provide the OIM password.

e. Naming Context Factory: This field is preloaded with the connector. If dif-
ferent from default value, provide information.

f. Provider: This field is preloaded with the connector. If different from default
value, provide information.

g. Login Config: This field is preloaded with the connector. If different from
default value, provide information.

h. OIM Home: This field is preloaded with the connector. If different from
default value, provide information.

i. SQL Query: Enter the SQL query for the data import. Example: select
employeeid, firstname,lastname,department,workemail from users.

c. Click the Refresh button in the top-right corner of the screen to preview

the input.

d. Continue to step 4.

Oracle Identity Analytics (OIA)

This section describes how to import from OIA. Oracle Identity Analytics provides
enterprises with the ability to define and manage roles and automate critical
identity-based controls. SNYPR integrates directly with OIA to collect identity and
access privileges, and analyze the access privileges to detect abnormal privileges
assigned to users. Additionally, customers can use OIA to perform access
certifications only on the suspicious access detected by the SNYPR application.

Before You Begin

Prior to importing data from OIA, make sure to have the following information:
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l JDBC URL to connect to the Database application (IP Address or host name,
port number, Database name and type).

l Credentials to establish the connection

Instructions

1. Complete the following information in the Connection Method section:
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l Connection Method: Click the drop-down and select Oracle Identity Ana-
lytics.

l Connection Name: Provide a name to uniquely identify this connection.

2. Complete the following information in the Connection Properties section:
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a. Database type: Select from dropdown.

b. JDBC URL: Enter the JDBC URL to connect to the database.
Example: jdbc:mysql://hostname:port/database_name

c. Driver Class:This field is auto-populated by the Database Type.

d. Database Username: Enter the user name for the database.

e. Database Password: Enter the password for the database.

f. SQL Query: Enter the SQL query for the data import. Default: select

username,firstname,lastname,middlename,street,city,stateorprovince,ziporpo

stalcode,countryorregion,fax,phone,extension,mobile,pager,title,primaryemai

l,secondaryemail,officename,description,comments,statuskey,suspendeddate,

enableddate,deleteddate,employeeid,customproperty1,customproperty2,cus

tomproperty3,customproperty4,customproperty5,customproperty6,customp

roperty7,customproperty8,customproperty9,customproperty10,customprop

erty11,customproperty12,customproperty13,customproperty14,customprop

erty15,customproperty16,customproperty17,customproperty18,customprop

erty19,customproperty20,createdate,updatedate,srmcreatedate,srmupdated

ate,employeetype,startdate,enddate,manager,businessapprover,technicalapp

rover,delegate,location,jobcodes from srm5.globalusers

3. Click the Refresh button in the top-right corner of the screen to preview

the input.

4. Continue to step 4.

Salesforce

The following section describes how to import data from Salesforce:

Before You Begin
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Prior to importing data from Salesforce, make sure you have the following
information:

l Consumer Key and Secret of your Salesforce application.

l URL to access the Salesforce application.

l File Source from which to import users

Instructions

1. Complete the following information in the Connection Method section:

a. Connection Method: Click the drop-down and select Salesforce.

b. Connection Name: Provide a name to uniquely identify this connection.

2. Complete the following information in the Connection Properties section:
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a. Key: Enter the consumer key of the Salesforce application.

b. Secret: Enter the consumer secret of your Salesforce application.

c. Generate Tokens : Perform the following steps.

a. Click Generate Tokens to open the Salesforce application window.

b. Enter email address, password, and click Grant Access. This generates
access and refresh tokens.

d. Populate Tokens: Click to retrieve access and refresh tokens.

e. Access Token: Displays the access token after you click Populate Tokens.

f. RefreshToken: Displays the refresh token after you click Populate Tokens.

g. Salesforce Instance URL: Enter the URL to access the Salesforce applic-
ation.

h. SOQL Query: Enter the Salesforce Object Query Language (SOQL) to fetch

the information from the Salesforce application.

3. Click the Refresh button in the top-right corner of the screen to preview

the input.

4. Continue to step 4.

SailPoint

SailPoint provides streamlined access reviews, improves audit performance, and
reduces the cost of compliance. It also provides access certification, centralized
IAM certification across all systems and acts as an access provisioning engine.

SNYPR has the ability to detect and score rogue access privileges using advanced
peer group-analysis techniques. It also reduces the burden and rubber stamping
during access certifications by providing only high risk access privileges for review.
SNYPR improves the access request process by ensuring appropriate approvals for
high risk access.

Before You Begin
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Prior to importing data from SailPoint, make sure to have the following
information:

l JDBC URL to connect to the Database application (IP Address or host name,
port number, Database name and type).

l Credentials to establish the connection

l File Source from which to import users

Instructions
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1. Complete the following information in the Connection Method section:

a. Connection Method: Click the drop-down and select Sailpoint.

b. Connection Name: Provide a name to uniquely identify this connection.

2. Complete the following information in the Connection Properties section:
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a. Database type: Select from dropdown.

b. JDBC URL: Enter the JDBC URL to connect to the database.
Example: jdbc:mysql://hostname:port/database_name

c. Driver Class:This field is auto-populated by the Database Type.

d. Database Username: Enter the user name for the database.

e. Database Password: Enter the password for the database.

f. SQL Query: Enter the SQL query for the data import. Default: select

username,firstname,lastname,middlename,street,city,stateorprovince,ziporpo

stalcode,countryorregion,fax,phone,extension,mobile,pager,title,primaryemai

l,secondaryemail,officename,description,comments,statuskey,suspendeddate,

enableddate,deleteddate,employeeid,customproperty1,customproperty2,cus

tomproperty3,customproperty4,customproperty5,customproperty6,customp

roperty7,customproperty8,customproperty9,customproperty10,customprop

erty11,customproperty12,customproperty13,customproperty14,customprop

erty15,customproperty16,customproperty17,customproperty18,customprop

erty19,customproperty20,createdate,updatedate,srmcreatedate,srmupdated

ate,employeetype,startdate,enddate,manager,businessapprover,technicalapp

rover,delegate,location,jobcodes from srm5.globalusers

3. Click the Refresh button in the top-right corner of the screen to preview

the input.

4. Continue to step 4.

Splunk

The following section describes how to import data from Splunk:

Before You Begin

Prior to importing data from Splunk, make sure you have the following information:
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l URL to connect to the application (host name and port number).

l Credentials to establish the connection.

Instructions

1. Complete the following information in the Connection Method section:

a. Connection Method: Click the drop-down and select Splunk.

b. Connection Name: Provide a name to uniquely identify this connection.

2. Complete the following information in the Connection Properties section:
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a. URL: Provide the URL for the Splunk application.

b. Username: Provide the username to access the Splunk application.

c. Password: Provide the password associated to the username.

d. Host: Provide the host name or IP address to access the application.

e. Port: Provide the port number for the Splunk application.

f. App: Provide the name of the Splunk application.

g. Refresh Splunk Searches: Click to refresh the search criteria available in
Splunk.

h. Available Splunk Searches: Select available search from Splunk.

3. Click the Refresh button in the top-right corner of the screen to preview

the input.

4. Continue to step 4.

Waveset IDM

This section describes how to import from Oracle Waveset IDM.

Before You Begin

Prior to importing data from Waveset IDM, make sure to have the following
information:

l URL of the Waveset IDM database.

l Credentials to establish the connection.

Instructions
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1. Complete the following information in the Connection Method section:

a. Connection Method: Click the drop-down and select Waveset IDM.

b. Connection Name: Provide a name to uniquely identify this connection.

2. Complete the following information in the Connection Properties section:
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a. URL: Provide the URL for Waveset IDM API.

b. Username: Provide the user name for Waveset IDM.

c. Password: Provide the password associated with the user name.

d. User Request Filter: (Optional) Provide a User Request Filter.

e. SQL Query: Enter the SQL query for the data import. Default: select user-
name,first-
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name,last-
name,middle-
name,street,-
city,stateor-
province,zi-
por-
postalcode,-
coun-
try-
orre-
gion,-
fax,-
phone,ex-
ten-
sion,-
mobile,pager-
,title,primarye-
mail,sec-
ond-

arye-
mail,of-
fice-
name,-
descrip-
tion,-

com-
ments,status-
key,sus-
pen-
ded-
date,en-
abled-
date,de-
leted-
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date,em-
ploy-
eeid,-
cus-
tom-
prop-
erty1,-
cus-
tom-
prop-
erty2,-
cus-
tom-
prop-
erty3,-
cus-
tom-
prop-
erty4,-

cus-
tom-
prop-
erty5,-
cus-
tom-

prop-
erty6,-
cus-
tom-
prop-
erty7,-
cus-
tom-
prop-
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erty8,-
cus-
tom-
prop-
erty9,-
cus-
tom-
prop-
erty10,-
cus-
tom-
prop-
erty11,-
cus-
tom-
prop-
erty12,-
cus-
tom-

prop-
erty13,-
cus-
tom-
prop-
erty14,-

cus-
tom-
prop-
erty15,-
cus-
tom-
prop-
erty16,-
cus-
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tom-
prop-
erty17,-
cus-
tom-
prop-
erty18,-
cus-
tom-
prop-
erty19,-
cus-
tom-
prop-
erty20,cre-
ate-
date,up-
date-
date,s-

rmcre-
ate-
date,s-
rmup-
date-
date,em-

ploy-
eetype,startdate,end-
date,manager,businessapprover,technicalapprover,delegate,location,jobcodes
from srm5.globalusers

3. Click the Refresh button in the top-right corner of the screen to preview

the input.

4. Continue to step 4.

4. Click Save And Next.
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Step 2: Configure the User Import

When you have configured the connection, you will map event attributes with
corresponding SNYPR attributes and set conditional actions.

1. Scroll down to the Preview section to view the input before mapping the column
numbers to the available attributes in the application.

a. Input File Column Position: Map to the correct columns of the input file to the
positions in SNYPR. You can map fields such as employeeid, firstname,

department, division, manageremployeeid, and hiredate.

Example: Column 1 EmployeeId to Input File Column Position 1.

b. Mapped to Securonix Field: Select the corresponding SNYPR attribute from

the dropdown to match to the input file field.

Example: Map Position 1: EmployeeId to Securonix Field: employeeid.

c. Maintain Change History: The application can maintain old values for user
identity attributes when they change. Select YES on fields that you want to
track in the Maintain Change History column.
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Note: Date formatted fields (hiredate, sunrise, sunset, terminationdate)

expect a date format. Select the date format from the dropdown. (Example:

MM/dd/YY = 10/25/13, MM/dd/yyyy = 10/25/2013, MMM dd, yyyy for Oct

25, 2013), or type the date format you prefer to use.

2. (Optional) Do the following, depending on what Additional Settings you want to
modify:

User Lifecycle Changes

When SNYPR ingests user identity data, the application helps you track changes in
the life cycle of a user within an organization. For instance, a user who has been
terminated is not being flagged as a terminated user in the imported data. In this
scenario, SNYPR provides rules that allow you to detect terminated users, and flag
this lifecycle change. In another instance, the user may have transferred to another
department. By using conditions such as tracking a change in manager, SNYPR
enables an organization to monitor user behavior throughout the lifecycle of the

user and identify any potential threats.

1. Complete the following information in the User Lifecycle Changes section:
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a. Select conditions to indicate user Termination: When a user is terminated
from the organization, the user record may be deleted from the source iden-
tity system or it may be flagged. SNYPR identifies user identities that have
been terminated, based on the value provided in this drop-down. Select one
of the following options:

l Do nothing: Does not track any changes to user termination.

l User not present in input source: Choose this option if the user is not
present in the data file during the user import, and hence is considered
terminated.

l User status flag set to terminate: Upon selecting this value, the Status
Field drop-down and text box are displayed where you can enter the
value that indicates a terminated user in the data source.

l User-status description rule: Different HR systems use different

nomenclature for capturing the status of employees within the

organization. You can specify rules to make sure that SNYPR marks these

users as active or Inactive, by mapping the status field from the user

identity file to the status description field within the application.

Example: The HR file has a field with values Term, Furlough, Departed,

and Fulltime. Map the column position where these values appear to

the status description field and set up User Status values as Term = 0,

Furlough = 0, Departed = 0, Fulltime = -1.

b. Select conditions to indicate User Transfer: You can select multiple
attributes that indicate user transfer.

When a user is transferred, their HR record changes. In most cases there is a
change to the user’s department, division, manager employee ID, job code,
cost center code, and so forth. Select the fields that indicate user transfer.
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Example: Choose title, department, and division fields to indicate user

transfer.

c. Condition: Select AND or OR from the drop-down to set whether any or all
of the selected fields must change to indicate a transfer.

2. Continue to step 3.

White List

1. Complete the following information in the White List section:

a. Add Users In White List?: Set to YES to add imported users to a White List
automatically. SNYPR will not flag any violations for users that meet the
criteria to be added to the white list.

The following fields appear when Add Users in White List? is set to YES.

b. Whitelist Name: Select an existing whitelist or create a new white list by
selecting Create New.
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Add a New Whitelist Name in the text box.

c. Do you want to whitelist this entity indefinitely?: Set to YES to enable.

d. Whitelist Until: Type a value in the text box.

e. Do you want to reduce the risk score for selected entity to zero?:

l YES: The risk score of the entity is reduced to zero and SNYPR will ignore

all subsequent violations.

l NO: The current risk score for the entity is retained. They will be ignored
next time they violate a policy.

f. Click Add Group.

g. Attribute: Select an attribute in the drop-down.

h. Condition: Select one of the following conditions from the drop-down:

l Equal To

l Not Equal To

l Contains

l Does not Contain

l In
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l Greater Than

l Less Than

i. Value: Enter a value in the text box.

j. Select AND or OR from the drop-down.

2. Continue to step 3.
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Pre and Post Actions

The pre and post processor actions allow modifications to the data feed, pre-
processor actions modify the data before it is imported, and the modified data is
placed in the Users table of your database. With the post-processor action, the
data is modified after it is imported into the database. You can create a class or a
SQL query to run before or after the user import.

1. Complete the following information in the Pre and Post Actions section:

a. Name

b. Type

c. Enabled?

d. Processor Class

e. SQL

f. Actions

2. Continue to step 3.

Merge data with existing user identity

In some scenarios, user data may be ingested from two different sources, such as
PeopleSoft and LDAP. In this case, you may decide to merge the data from the two
sources to avoid duplicate users. To merge the data from the different data
sources, use Merge data with existing user identity.
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For this example, the data from PeopleSoft is missing some fields like employee
manager and the last log on date. These fields are available from Active Directory.
You can merge the user data on any attribute, such as employeeid from PeopleSoft
and Active Directory to include fields from both datasources.

1. Complete the following information in the Merge data with existing user
identity section:
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a. Merge data with existing user identity: Set to YES to merge data with exist-
ing user identity.

b. Merge Imported Data With: Click the drop-down and selected what you
want to merge imported data with.

c. Import new users?: Set to YES to import new users while merging data with
existing user identity.

d. Update Existing User Status: Set to YES to update the status of the existing
users.

e. Select the field(s) on which user data will merge: Click a field from the left
box, then use the right arrow (>) to move it to the right box. Moving fields
to the right box will merge user data.

2. Continue to step 3.

Notifications/Alerts

You can set up email notifications for selected life cycle changes by using an
existing email template or creating a new email template.
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1. Complete the following information in the Notifications/Alerts section:

a. Send Email to: Each text box in this section will require you to specify the
email address of users who need to be notified. You can send email to fol-
lowing categories of users:

a. All Users Lifecycle Changes

b. New Users
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c. Terminated Users

d. Updated Users

e. Transferred Users

f. New Hired Users

b. Email Template: Each drop-down in this section has the option to select an
existing template to Create New Email Template. If you choose to create a
new template, complete the following information in the pop-up that
displays:

l Sender Name

l Template Name

l (Optional) Description

l To

l From

l (Optional) CC

l (Optional) BCC

l (Optional) Subject
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l (Optional) HTML Enabled

l (Optional) Store in Outbox prior to sending?

l Use this template for

l Email Body

c. Click Save to save your email template.

d. Continue to step 3.

Allow Duplicate Employee ID

1. Complete the following information in the Allow Duplicate Employee ID
section:

a. Duplicate Employee ID: Set to YES to create new records for same
employee ID across datasources. When a user has more than one employee
ID, this option allows the user to be represented by various IDs used to
identify them. For example, the Employee ID in the HR system is 0012. The

Employee ID in the Access Management system is AB112.

b. Allow duplicate employee ID in same datasource: Set to YES to create new
records for same employee ID in same datasource.

2. Continue to step 3.

3. Click Save And Next to continue.
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Step 3: Run the Job

You have the flexibility to choose when to run import jobs. You can choose to run the
job once or on a recurring schedule. If the job runs successfully, the status shows as
completed, and you can review the user data that was imported.

To run the job, follow the steps below:

1. Complete the following information in the Job Details section:

a. Job Name: Enter a job name.

b. (Optional) Job Description: Describe the job.

Note: By default, these are already filled in the text box based on date-time.

c. Enable Job Related Notifications: Set to YES to enable notifications, then com-
plete the following settings:

l On Success: Set up the details for the On Success email by selecting Create
New Email Template or by selecting an existing email template.
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l On Failure: Set up the details for the On Failure email, either by selecting
Create New Email Template or by selecting an existing email template.

l On Completed With Errors: Set up the details for the On Completed With
Errors email, either by selecting Create New Email Template or by selecting
an existing email template.

2. Complete the following information in the Job Schedule Information section:

a. Run Job: Select one of the following options:

l Do you want to run job Once?: Select if you only want to run this job one
time.
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l Do you want to schedule this job for future?: Select how often you want to
run the job.

b. Start Job At: Type when you want to start the job.

c. Run Every: How often you want the job to run in seconds.

d. Stop after: Leave this field blank if you want the job to run all the time.

3. Click Save to save your information.

4. Click Run to run the job.

If the job runs successfully, the status shows as completed, and you can review the
data that was imported. Click the refresh icon at the top left corner (as indicated by
the orange box) to see the job update on the screen. You can also run the import job
by clicking the Update Ingester button on the top right of the screen.

Click View Jobs to see the status of the job.
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The job details show the user information, such as the number of records imported,
the total number of users, and the total number of new users. These details only
appear if the job import was successful.

To monitor jobs at a later time, navigate to Menu > Operations Center > Job
Monitor. Click the filter icon to view the Jobs List or Jobs by Datasource.
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Review and Manage Imported User Data
To review and manage imported user data, complete the following steps:

1. Navigate to Menu > Views > User.

2. Click an Employee ID to view and manage details about users.

See Views in the for more information about what you can do from the Users view
screen.

Search using Spotter
Upon successful import, the user data will be available for searching in Spotter. To
search users in Spotter, complete the following steps:

1. Navigate to Menu > Security Center > Spotter.

2. In the search bar, type index=users , then click the search icon.
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For more detailed information on searching Spotter, see the Spotter section in the
Security Analyst Guide.
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Peer Groups
A peer group in SNYPR is defined as a group of users who perform similar job
functions. Users may be grouped based on department, job code, location, and
reporting manager. HR user attributes are typically used for this purpose. You can also
derive peer groups based on resources to which users have access. Any number of
peer groups can be defined based on business requirements. There is no limit to the
number of peer groups that can be created or the number of users assigned to peer
groups.

Peer Group Analysis
Use peer group analysis to compare actions against peers so you can see when a user
is behaving abnormally. Peer group analysis has two aspects:

l Comparing actions of an entity against other similar entities within the same organ-
ization.

l Comparing actions across industry, vendors, and so on.

Comparing actions of an entity against peers involves grouping entities by common
attributes. For example, you can group a user into peer groups based on department,
division, title, and reporting manager. Taking the example further, the action of the
user is now compared with peers to detect any outlier activity (such as access to
confidential data).
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Create a Peer Group
Peer Groups are dynamic. They are derived from user identity attributes that can
change, so the membership and structure change over time.

You can choose from two options to create peer groups and assign users to them:

l Peer Creation Rules: Use this option to automatically create peer groups using HR
attributes and assign users based on selection criteria. Use this feature if you want
to use any of the existing user identity attributes for forming the peer and assign-
ing the users to these peers automatically.

l Peer Assignment Rules: Use this option to manually create peer groups and assign
users to the groups. The Assignment Rule feature can help maintain user to peer
group assignments periodically and when new users are on-boarded into the organ-
ization.

Instructions
To create a peer group, do the following:

1. Navigate to Menu > Add Data > Peer Creation Rules.

2. Do the following, depending on the option you selected in step 1:

Peer Creation Rules

a. Click Save And Next to continue to Step 2: Rules.

b. In the Create Peer using attributes for section, click the drop-down and select
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one of the following options:

l Users: Creates peer groups based on user attributes like title, department,
division etc.

l Resources Access: Creates peer groups based on resource access like mem-
berOf and role.

c. Do the following, depending on what you selected in step 2.b.:

Users

1. Complete the following information in the Rules section:
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l Peer Group Type: Click the drop-down and select an existing peer type
or select Create New Peer Type.

Note: Each rule corresponds to one Peer Group Type. For example,

to create a peer group based on a user's title attribute, create a new

Peer Group Type called [Title] and select [Title] from the Attribute

drop-down.

If you select Create a New Peer Type, a pop-up will display:

Enter a Peer Group Type name in the text box, then click Save.
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l Attribute: Click the drop-down and select the attribute to use to assign
users to this group type. To add an attribute, click +. To remove an attrib-
ute, click -.

2. (Optional) If you want to add an additional rule, the Add Rule button.

3. Continue to step 3.

Resources Access

1. Complete the following information in the Rules section:

l Object: Click the drop-down to select from the list of Access datasources
imported into your environment. Example: Active Directory.
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l Attribute: Click the drop-down and select an attribute from the Access
datasource. Example: memberOf.

l Peer Group Type: Click the drop-down and select a peer group type or
Create New Peer Type. Example: Group Membership.

2. Continue to step 3.

Peer Assignment Rules

Create the rule that specifies which entities should be added to the peer groups,
then select the peer group(s) they to which they will be assigned.

a. Click Save & Next to continue to Step 2: Rules.

b. Complete the following information in the Rules section to specify which

entities should be assigned to the peer group(s):

l Object: Click the drop-down to select the datasource from which to derive

peer groups. Example: user data.

l Attribute: Click the drop-down to select the attributes on which to build
peer groups. Example: approveremployeeid.

l Condition: Click the drop-down and select a condition. Example: Equal to,
Contains.

l Value: Provide the value of the attribute on which you want to build the
peer group.

l Operator: Click the drop-down to select AND or OR.

c. (Optional) Add an additional rule by clicking + in the last column.
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d. Add the Peer Group(s) to assign the entities you specified by clicking Add Peer

Group(s).

An Add Peer Groups pop-up will display. Check the box next to the peer group
(s) you want to add, then click Add Selected Peer Groups.

e. Continue to step 3.

3. Click Save & Next.

4. Complete the following information:
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a. Rule Name: By default, this field will auto-populate with a name for the rule. If
you want to create a new name, delete the default and type your own rule

name.

b. (Optional) Rule Description: Enter a description for the rule.

c. (Optional) Enable Job Related Notifications: If you set this field to YES, the fol-
lowing sections will display:

l On Success

l On Failure

l On Complete with Errors

5. In the Job Scheduling Information section, select one of the following options:
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a. Do you want to run job Once?: Select this option if you want to run the job
immediately.

b. Do you want to schedule this job for future?: Select this option to schedule
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how often you want to run the job in the future.

6. Click Save.

7. Click Run.

Once the job completes, the peer groups are created and the users are
automatically assigned to the peer groups. You will be directed to the Job by
Connection screen where you can review the job status to ensure the data was
uploaded successfully.
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8. (Optional) If you want to see the status of the job, click View Jobs for the peer
group.

Click the blue link to view the status of the job. A pop-up will display with either a
Completed or Failed status.
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Alternatively, you can view the status of the job by navigating to Menu >Views >
Peers. Select a Peer Group Type from the left side menu.
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Access Data
Access data is a set of data permissions assigned to each entity for your operating
system, database, enterprise application, directory, and identity management systems.
Employees will have access data privileges based on their role and responsibilities.

For example, a certain group of employees will have the access privileges to read and
write on data, while other groups can only read data. Similarly, each
application/platform has an access control model to ensure employees are only able to
access certain functionality and views within the application. This prevents
unauthorized access to data.

Benefits of using Access Data in SNYPR

SNYPR is designed to support the access privilege schema of nearly any application. By
importing access privileges and correlating the accounts on these systems with the
user identity, SNYPR enables the centralized monitoring of user access. Typical
sources of access privilege data include:

l Operating Systems

l Databases

l Commercial Applications (SAP, Siebel, Oracle Financials, Peoplesoft, etc.)

l Custom Applications (homegrown apps)

l Directories (including Active Directory)

l Network Devices

l Identity Management Systems (Oracle Identity Manager, Sun Identity Manager,
Tivoli Identity Manager)

l Access Governance products (Oracle Identity Analytics, Sailpoint, Aveksa, CA Role
and Compliance Manager)
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Example: User is a member of multiple Groups in Active Directory that allows the

user to get access to the Windows Desktop, VPN Access, Remote Desktop, Internet

Access, Exchange Mailbox etc. The Groups are the access privileges for the User on

Active Directory. Similarly, each application/platform has an access control model

that ensures that the user is only able to access certain functionality/views within the

application.

Access-related data for employees can be imported from different log files generated
by different vendor tools. The Access Scanner can pull in these access files and import
the data. To clarify:

l refers to the actual device itself.

l refers to applications, operating systems, server hosts, desktops, proxy servers, for
example. The resource type may also represent the vendor name/product/version
whose device is being monitored (example: Bluecoat Proxy Server, Microsoft Win-
dows 2008, IBM AIX5.1)

l refers to the source of the event data. Resource Groups can be used to group

resources together.
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Import Access Data
The process of importing Access Data involves three steps and must be completed in
sequential order:

Step 1: Create the Connection

You can import access data from a variety of data sources using traditional connectors
such as file and database, as well as API connectors such as Google Report.

This section shows you how to configure a connection to import Access Data from the
following sources:

l "Importing from Active Directory" on the next page

l "Importing from Aveksa" on page 105

l "Importing from Database" on page 113

l "Importing from Files" on page 118

To import Access Data into SNYPR, navigate to .
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Importing from Active Directory

1. Click Select Datasource to select an existing datasource from the dropdown to
edit OR Create New Datasource to create a new datasource.

2. Complete the following information:

General Details

a. Datasource Name: Provide a unique name for the datasource.

b. IP Address: Specify the IP Address or hostname for the datasource, if required.

c. Select Device Type: Select from dropdown. Selection of an existing Device Type
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will automatically create the fields needed to store the event attributes and the
parsers to normalize events. To create a custom resource type, complete the
following:

1. Select Create a new type.

2. Enter the Data Source Vender. Example: Microsoft.

3. Enter the Data Source Functionality. Example: Identity/Access Management.

4. Provide the Datasource Type. Example: Active Directory.

5. Select the Format from the dropdown. Example: File.

6. Click Save.

Access Connection Details

a. Connection Name: Click inside the box to provide a unique name for the
connection.
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a. Select Connection Type: Select Active Directory from dropdown.

b. Set to if LDAP connection requires SSL.

c. : Enter the IP address of the machine that holds the access data.

d. : Enter the LDAP username with privileges to search the OU (organizational unit)
structure where the access records are present. The default format is the
domain\username.

e. : Specify the password for the Active Directory account.
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a. : Enter the Base Context for Active Directory. This is usually the location in the Act-
ive Directory tree structure where the search starts. The search is always down the
tree structure and not upwards. (For example, base context can be DC=securonix,D-
DC=com.)

b. : Enter the query used to fetch results from Active Directory.
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More Settings

a. : Set to if access data contains nested groups.

b. Source Folder: Specify the folder in which the file is located. Default
${SECURONIX_HOME}/import/in.

c. Success Folder: Specify the folder into which to move the file once the import is
completed successfully. Default ${SECURONIX_HOME}/import/success.

d. Failed Folder: Specify the folder into which to move the file if the import job fails
to complete. Default ${SECURONIX_HOME}/import/failed.
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e. Keep existing Access Data while Access Import (optional): Enable to retain exist-
ing access data during the new access data import.

f. Click to Preview Input.

Click Save And Nextto proceed to Step 2: Configure the Import.

Importing from Aveksa

Aveksa’s products are built to manage the user access lifecycle, including initial access
request, approval, fulfillment, review, certification, and remediation. Aveksa
Compliance Manager provides visibility of entitlements across applications, platforms
and data sources in the enterprise, and manages the overall process for compliance
reviews.

SNYPR integrates with Aveksa Compliance Manager to import user and access
entitlements. SNYPR analyzes the access entitlements assigned to each user and

detects rogue access privileges. These rogue access privileges can be sent for
certification by using Aveksa Compliance Manager reducing the workload for certifiers
since they only need to certify the access privileges that are outliers and suspicious.

Prerequisites

1. Create a service account with read-only privileges to the Aveksa database.

2. Collect the JDBC URL for the connection to the Aveksa database (IP Address or
hostname, Database name, Port number, SID).

l Database Type: Oracle11g

l Driver: oracle.jdbc.driver.OracleDriver

l URL: jdbc:oracle:thin:@servername:1521:aveksadb

l Username (example: aveksadbuser)/Password

To import access data from Aveksa, complete the following steps:
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1. Click Select Datasource to select an existing datasource from the dropdown to
edit OR Create New Datasource to create a new datasource.

2. Complete the following information:

General Details

a. Datasource Name: Provide a unique name for the datasource.

b. IP Address: Specify the IP Address or hostname for the datasource, if required.

c. Select Device Type: Select from dropdown. Selection of an existing Device Type
will automatically create the fields needed to store the event attributes and the
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parsers to normalize events. To create a custom resource type, complete the
following:

1. Select Create a new type.

2. Enter the Data Source Vender. Example: Aveksa

3. Enter the Data Source Functionality. Example: Identity/Access Management.

4. Provide the Datasource Type. Example: Aveksa.

5. Select the Format from the dropdown. Example: Database.

6. Click Save.

d. Import Using: Console or ID of Remote Ingester for environments using remote
ingester.
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Access Connection Details
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a. Connection Name: Click inside the box to auto-populate or select an existing con-
nection from the dropdown.

b. Select Connection Type: Select Database from dropdown.

c. : Select Oracle(Thin) from the dropdown.

d. : Enter the URL (e.g., jdbc:oracle:thin:@servername:1521:aveksadb).

e. : oracle.jdbc.OracleDriver

f. Database User Name: Provide the user name for the database.

g. Database Password: Provide the password associated with the user name.
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a. SQL Query: Provide a query to import the data. Example: 

Select Application_Name, User_ID, Full_Name, Entitlement_Type,

Entitlement_Name from (select nvl( app.ALT_NAME, app.NAME ) AS

Application_Name, tmeu.USER_ID as User_ID, tmeu.LAST_NAME

||','|| tmeu.FIRST_NAME As Full_Name, xue.ENTITLEMENT_TYPE as

Entitlement_Type, ar.NAME as Entitlement_Name from AVUSER.T_AV_

EXPLODEDUSERENTITLEMENTS xue join AVUSER.T_MASTER_ENTERPRISE_

USERS tmeu on tmeu.id=xue.entitled_id join AVUSER.T_

ENTITLEMENT_GROUPS ar on ar.id=xue.entitlement_id join

AVUSER.T_APPLICATIONS app on app.id=xue.APPLICATION_ID join

AVUSER.T_DATA_COLLECTORS dc on dc.ID = xue.DC_ID left outer

join AVUSER.T_AV_BUSINESS_UNITS BU ON BU.ID = app.BUSINESS_

UNIT_ID left outer join AVUSER.T_AV_ACCOUNTS acc on

acc.id=xue.ENTITLED_DERIVED_FROM_ID and xue.ENTITLED_DERIVED_

FROM_TYPE='account' left outer join (select distinct

entitlement_id from ( select entitlement_id from AVUSER.t_av_

explodeduserentitlements x where entitlement_type='app-role'

and entitled_type='user' and (entitlement_derived_from_type not

in ('explicit') or entitled_derived_from_type not in

('explicit','account')) and x.deletion_date is null union all

select entitlement_id from AVUSER.V_AV_INROLEENTITLEMENTS where

entitlement_type='app-role' )) model on model.entitlement_id =

xue.entitlement_id where xue.ENTITLED_DERIVED_FROM_TYPE in

('explicit','account') and xue.ENTITLEMENT_DERIVED_FROM_TYPE in

('explicit') and xue.entitlement_type='app-role' and

xue.entitled_type='user' and xue.deletion_date is null and

model.entitlement_id is null and app.classification = 'APPNAME'

Union all select nvl( app.ALT_NAME, app.NAME ) AS Application_

Name, tmeu.USER_ID as User_ID, tmeu.LAST_NAME ||','||

tmeu.FIRST_NAME As Full_Name, xue.ENTITLEMENT_TYPE as

Entitlement_Type, (RESOURCE_NAME || ' : ' || ACTION_NAME) as
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Entitlement_Name from AVUSER.T_AV_EXPLODEDUSERENTITLEMENTS xue

join AVUSER.T_ENTITLEMENTS ent on ent.id=xue.entitlement_id

join AVUSER.T_RESOURCES res on res.id=ent.RESOURCE_ID join

AVUSER.T_APPLICATIONS app on app.id=xue.APPLICATION_ID join

AVUSER.T_DATA_COLLECTORS dc on dc.ID = xue.DC_ID join AVUSER.T_

MASTER_ENTERPRISE_USERS tmeu on tmeu.id=xue.entitled_id left

outer join AVUSER.T_AV_BUSINESS_UNITS BU ON BU.ID =

app.BUSINESS_UNIT_ID left outer join AVUSER.T_AV_ACCOUNTS acc

on acc.id=xue.ENTITLED_DERIVED_FROM_ID and xue.ENTITLED_

DERIVED_FROM_TYPE='account' left outer join (select distinct

entitlement_id from ( select entitlement_id from AVUSER.t_av_

explodeduserentitlements x where entitlement_type='ent' and

entitled_type='user' and (entitlement_derived_from_type not in

('explicit') or entitled_derived_from_type not in

('explicit','account')) and x.deletion_date is null union all

select entitlement_id from AVUSER.V_AV_INROLEENTITLEMENTS where

entitlement_type='ent' )) model on model.entitlement_id =

xue.entitlement_id where xue.ENTITLED_DERIVED_FROM_TYPE in

('explicit','account') and xue.ENTITLEMENT_DERIVED_FROM_TYPE in

('explicit') and xue.entitlement_type='ent' and xue.entitled_

type='user' and xue.deletion_date is null and

model.entitlement_id is null and app.classification =

'APPNAME')

b. Keep existing Access Data while Access Import (Optional): Enable to retain exist-
ing access data during the new access data import.

c. Click to Preview Input.

Click Save And Nextto proceed to Step 2: Configure the Import.
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Importing from Database

To import access data from a database, complete the following steps:

1. Navigate to Menu > Add Data > Access.

2. Complete the following information:

General Details

a. Datasource Name: Provide a unique name for the datasource.

a. IP Address: Specify the IP Address or hostname for the datasource, if required.

b. Select Device Type: Select from dropdown. Selection of an existing Device Type
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will automatically create the fields needed to store the event attributes and the
parsers to normalize events. To create a custom resource type, complete the
following:

1. Select Create a new type.

2. Enter the Data Source Vender.

3. Enter the Data Source Functionality.

4. Provide the Datasource Type.
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5. Select Database from the Format dropdown.

6. Click Save.
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Access Connection Details
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a. Connection Name: Click inside the box to auto-populate or select an existing con-
nection from the dropdown.

b. Select Connection Type: Select Database from dropdown.

c. : Select from the dropdown. Example: My SQL

d. : Example: jdbc:mysql://<host>:<3306>/<database>.

e. : Specify the database specific driver class. Example: com.mysql.jdbc.Driver.

f. Database User Name: Provide the user name for the database.

g. Database Password: Provide the password associated with the user name.

h. SQL Query: Provide a query to import the data. Example: 

SELECT DISTINCT

aa.accountname,aav.accessvaluel1,aav.accessvaluel2 from Access_

Attribute_Values aav, Access_Account_Attributes aaa, Access_

Account aa where aa.id = aaa.accountid and

aaa.accessvalueid=aav.id

i. Keep existing Access Data while Access Import (Optional): Enable to retain exist-
ing access data during the new access data import.

j. Click to Preview Input.

Click Save and Next to proceed to Step 2: Configure the Import.

Importing from Files

To import access data from a file, complete the following steps:

1. Navigate to Menu > Add Data > Access.

2. Complete the following information:
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General Details

a. Datasource Name: Provide a unique name for the datasource.

a. IP Address: Specify the IP Address or hostname for the datasource, if required.

b. Select Device Type: Select from dropdown. Selection of an existing Device Type
will automatically create the fields needed to store the event attributes and the
parsers to normalize events. To create a custom resource type, complete the
following:
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1. Select Create a new type.

2. Enter the Data Source Vender.

3. Enter the Data Source Functionality.

4. Provide the Datasource Type.

5. Select File from the Format dropdown.

6. Click Save.
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Access Connection Details
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a. Connection Name: Click inside the box to auto-populate or select an existing con-
nection from the dropdown.

b. Select Connection Type: Select File Import from dropdown.

c. Upload a File?: Toggle slider to YES to browse for a file on the local machine.

d. File Prefix: Specify the file prefix. All matching files with this prefix will be impor-
ted. Example: AIX_.

e. File Postfix: Specify the file postfix. Example: .csv.

f. Column Delimiter: Specify the delimiter between the fields in the input file.
Example: , (comma).

g. Exclude Header: Toggle to YES to exclude the header.

a. For No: Proceed to next step.

b. For Yes: Specify the number of lines to ignore.

h. Import from Remote Server?: Enable to enter remote server details:

1. If No: Proceed to next step.

2. If Yes: Enter the following information:
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a. Select a Remote Connection Type from the dropdown.

b. Enter the Host IP Address (for FTP, SFTP, etc.) or URL (for HTTP, HTTPS).

c. Enter the Port Number (for FTP, SFTP, etc.). Default 22.

d. Enter the Username.

e. Enter the Password.

f. Enter the Source Directory.

g. Select Yes or No for Proxy Server?.

a. If No: Proceed to next step.

b. If Yes: Enter Proxy Server URL, Username, and Password.

h. Test the remote connection.
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a. Source Folder: Specify the folder in which the file is located. Default
${SECURONIX_HOME}/import/in.

b. Success Folder: Specify the folder into which to move the file once the import is
completed successfully. Default ${SECURONIX_HOME}/import/success.

c. Failed Folder: Specify the folder into which to move the file if the import job fails
to complete. Default ${SECURONIX_HOME}/import/failed.
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d. Keep existing Access Data while Access Import (Optional): Enable to retain exist-
ing access data during the new access data import.

e. Click to Preview Input.

Step 2: Configure the Import

To configure the access data import, complete the following steps:

Attribute Mapping
Map the attributes in the input file to the attributes that will appear in SNYPR for the
datasource.
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1. Complete the following to map attributes for the datasource:

a. Input Source Column Position: Map the numerical value of the column position
to the corresponding attribute in the input file.

b. Datasource Fields: Select the attribute that corresponds to the column position
from the dropdown.

c. Is Multi-Valued?: Toggle to YES if the attribute has multiple values separated
by a delimiter and specify Delimiter.

d. Is Account Name?: Toggle to YES  if the attribute corresponds to an account
name.

e. Is Resource Name?: Toggle to YES  if the attribute corresponds to a resource
name.

f. Add/Remove: Click to add or remove an attribute to map.

2. Click Add Attributes to specify custom attributes.

a. Attribute Name: Provide a name to uniquely identity the new attribute.

b. Parent Attribute: Select the parent attribute for the new attribute from the
dropdown.

c. High Privileged: : Enable if attribute has High Privilege.
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d. Use In Outlier Detection: Toggle to YES to include the new attribute in access
outlier detection. See Access Outliers for information about how to run access
outlier jobs.

e. Populate Using Formula/Function: Click to use Functions to populate attribute
field. For a complete list of functions in SNYPR, see "Appendix A: Functions" on
page 397.

f. Actions: Click +/- to add/remove Actions to populate attributes.

g. Create Attribute: Click to create the new attribute.

3. Click Remove Attributes to select mapped attributes to remove from the
datasource.

4. Click Edit Attributes edit the following details:

a. Attribute Name: Provide a name to uniquely identity the new attribute.

b. Parent Attribute: Select the parent attribute for the new attribute from the
dropdown.
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c. High Privileged: Enable if attribute has High Privilege.

d. Use in Outlier Detection: Enable to include attribute in Access Outlier detec-
tion. See Access Outliers for details.

e. Mask Attribute Value?: Select YES to mask the attribute on the Security Com-
mand Center and other screens in the UI. See Enable/Configure Data Masking
for details about how masking works in SNYPR.

f. Edit: Click edit icon to edit the following details about the attribute:

a. Attribute Name: Provide a name to uniquely identity the new attribute.

b. Parent Attribute: Select the parent attribute for the new attribute from the
dropdown.

c. Populate Using Formula/Function: Click to use Functions to populate
attribute field. For a complete list of functions in SNYPR, see "Appendix A:
Functions" on page 397.
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d. High Privileged: Enable if attribute has High Privilege.

e. Use In Outlier Detection: Toggle to YES to include the new attribute in
access outlier detection. See Access Outliers for information about how to
run access outlier jobs.

Correlation Rules
Create or edit rules to correlate access information to a user identity. SNYPR provides
a comprehensive and feature-rich correlation engine with the following features:

l : Many organizations have different conventions for creating account IDs for users
on different applications. The SNYPR correlation engine allows for the specification
of multiple correlation rules. The correlation rules are evaluated in the order in
which they are specified. When the account ID is matched to a user identity within
the organization, the correlation rule engine stops processing the other rules.

l : The Correlation engine allows the following operations to be performed on any
identity attribute. The identity attribute generated after the operator is applied can
be concatenated with other identity attributes.

l Trim Left

l Trim Right

l Prefix

l Postfix

l Substring

l Prefix and Postfix

: An application uses the convention of first initial of first name + first 2 initials of
lastname + employeeid.

In the correlation engine this rule can be constructed by:

l Perform substring operation on first name with 1,1 (start from first character
and extract the first character).
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l Perform substring operation on last name with 1,2 (start from first character
and extract the first 2 characters).

l Concatenate with Employee ID.

l Ability to prioritize rules: You can assign weights to rules to prioritize them. Rules
are processed based on the weight assigned to them.

l : The SNYPR application utilizes special comparators that perform the following
types of matches:

l Phonetics: The comparator provides results for words that sound like each
other.

l Character Swapping: The comparator provides results by swapping characters
(Sean misspelled to Saen will match).

l Closest Match: jsmith01 and jsmith02 will match to jsmith.

l Ability to filter users: You can select all users for correlation or filter users by spe-

cifying user selection for correlation.

To add correlation rules, complete the following steps:
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1. Click Add Correlation Rule to add rules by which to correlate user identities.

a. Correlation Rule Name: Provide a unique name for the correlation rule.

b. Weight: Specify a weight for the rule.

c. Datasource Attribute: Select the attribute with which to correlate user identity
from the dropdown. Example: sAMAccountName.

d. Relation: Select EXACT MATCH or CONTAINS from dropdown.

e. User Attribute: Select the "User Data" on page 7 attribute to correlate to the
selected Access Data attribute.

f. Operation: Select from dropdown. Example: Trim Left.

g. Parameter: Specify if required:
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l None: Proceed to Condition.

l Trim Left/Right: Use Parameter for number of characters to trim.

l Pre-/Post-fix: Use Parameter for the pre/post fix string.

l Substring: Use Parameters for the start position and length of the substring.

l Pre and Postfix: Use Parameters to set the pre and postfix strings.

h. Condition: Select from dropdown.

i. Separator: Check to enter a separator character.

j. +/-: Add or remove user attributes to correlate to access data attribute.

k. Enable Comparators: Toggle to YES to enable comparators to return suggested
matches on uncorrelated accounts.
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l. Min Threshold: Enter a threshold the comparison result must cross to appear
as a suggested match.

m. Max Threshold: Enter a threshold the comparison result must cross to be con-
sidered a 100% match.

n. Weight: Provide the weight of the comparator.

o. Available Comparators: Enable any of the following comparators:

l Alphanumeric Comparator: Looks at the similarity in a range of characters
at the beginning of the strings. Use: Ideal for alphanumeric account IDs, iden-
tities derived from SSN, and birth dates.

l Condensed String Comparator: Handles special diacritical characters. (A
diacritical is a glyph added to a letter, or basic glyph.)

l Some diacritical marks, such as the acute ( ´ ) and grave ( ` ) are often
called accents.

l Diacritical marks may appear above or below a letter, or in some other
position such as within the letter or between two letters).

l Takes into account misspelled characters as well as visual memory errors.

l Effective for both alphabetical and alphanumeric strings. Use: Effective
for data sets containing special characters.

l Transpose Comparator: Transpose a given pair of strings and find distances
amongst strings. Handles transposition of strings and accounts for mis-

spelled strings. Use: Effective for user identities derived from first name, last
name, and account ID.

l Bigram: A Bigram algorithm compares two strings using all combinations of
two consecutive characters within each string. For example, the word
“bigram” contains the following bigrams: “bi”, “ig”, “gr”, “ra”, and “am”.
Bigrams handle minor typographical errors or 'fat fingering'.  Use: More effi-
cient in alphabetical comparison.

p. Discredit: Assign a value between 0 to 1 to reduce the weight for each com-
parator.
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q. Delimiter: Specify a delimiter if required.

r. Regex: Specify a Regex if required.

s. Save: Click to save the Correlation Rule.

2. Click Edit or Delete icons to edit or delete existing Correlation Rules.

3. Click More Settings to add additional settings by which to correlate user identities.

a. Prioritize Rules: Toggle to YES to prioritize correlation rules by weights

assigned to the rule. Rules with higher weights will be given higher priority. If
disabled to NO, all correlation rules will be assigned the same priority.

b. Force Suggested Match: Toggle to YES to store both matched and suggested
matches for the same account. When enabled, suggested matches for an
account will be evaluated even after a 100% match is found for the same
account. If disabled to NO, suggested matches for an account will not be eval-
uated after a 100% match is found.

c. Filter Users: Toggle to YES to specify user selection criteria for correlation.
Disable to NO to consider all users for correlation.
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l NO: Proceed to next step.

l YES: Specify the Attribute, Condition, Value, and Condition for each user
selection criteria. Use +/- to add/remove user selection criteria.

Step 3: Run the Job

To preview the identity correlation results and run the Access Data Import job,
complete the following steps:

Preview Correlation Results
Preview the results of the identity correlation.

If no results exist, return to Step 2 to verify configuration.
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Job Details

1. Specify a Job Name or use auto-generated name.

2. Enter a Job Description.

3. Enable Job Related Notifications if you would like to receive email notifications
when the job is run.

a. If No: Proceed without entering additional information.

b. If Yes: 

l On Success: Select an email template from the dropdown to send
notifications to your default email address or enter an email address to send
notifications. You can also create a new email template.

l On Failure: Select an email template from the dropdown to send noti-
fications to your default email address or enter an email address to send
notifications. You can also create a new email template.

l On Completed with Errors: Select an email template from the dropdown to
send notifications to your default email address or enter an email address to
send notifications. You can also create a new email template.
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Job Scheduling Information
1. Select when you would like the job to run.

l Select Do you want to run job Once? to run now.

l Select Do you want to schedule this job for future? to run the job later and
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complete the relevant fields.

2. Save job.

3. Click Run.

4. Review the job status to ensure data was loaded successfully.
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The Job Monitor screen for this job will appear automatically.

To find specific jobs, navigate to Menu > Operations Center > Job Monitor and
select Access Import from left navigation panel.

5. Navigate to Menu > Views > Resources to review the access import information.

6. Select the datasource and from the left navigation pane.
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7. Select Monitor Access > Accounts to view Correlated, Uncorrelated, and Soft Link
Accounts. See Views in the SNYPR for more information about what you can do
from this screen.

If a large number of uncorrelated accounts exist, you may need to check your
"Correlation Rules" on page 131 to ensure they are configured correctly.
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Activity Data
SNYPR uses out-of-the-box and custom connectors to ingest security log event data
from a variety of structured and unstructured data sources. Some data sources include,
enterprise applications, endpoint monitoring, perimeter security, identity systems, and
SIEM. There are also non-technical data sources such as badge readers and social
media that are not supported by typical log management solutions.

During ingestion, SNYPR super enriches event data with meaningful context including
entity metadata, threat intelligence, geolocation, lookup data, and user identity
information (job function, access privileges, location, peer groups, and activity). This
makes raw event data easy to understand, search, and investigate, as in the following
illustration:

The super enriched data is normalized, run through SNYPR's correlation rules engine,
analyzed using policy evaluators and anomaly detection, risk scored, indexed for quick
searching, and converted to Parquet. The enriched data is then stored in SNYPR
Security Data Lake for long-term compliance. You can view risk ranked results on the
Security Dashboard, take action on threats for remediation, and hunt threats using
Spotter natural language search engine.

SNYPR can ingest data from both on-premise and remote ingester nodes.
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Collection Methods
SNYPR imports event data using the following collection methods:

l Syslog

l Files

l Database

l Out-of-Box API

Note: Out-of-Box APIs provide default attribute mapping, conditional actions, and

identity correlation rules, which you can customize to suit your environment

SNYPR supports the import of both structured and unstructured log formats. For a
complete list of connectors, Supported Connectors.

Steps to Import Activity Data
You can select from existing connection methods or create a custom connection. The
process of configuring an activity data import consists of 6 steps:
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1. Configure the Datasource: Configure the resource type from an existing resource
type or create a custom connection.

Note: For Out-of-Box APIs , you have to configure the resource type from an

existing resource type.

2. Parse and Normalize the data: Map event data attributes with corresponding
SNYPR attributes.

3. Add Conditional Action Filters: Set conditional actions using enrichment data such
as user identity data, entity metadata, geolocation, and third party intelligence.

4. Add Identity Attribution Rules: Apply identity correlation rules to attribute user
identity to events.

5. Review the Import Summary: Review the import summary, save configuration tem-
plate, and create behavior profiles to apply to the datasource.

6. Run the Job: Schedule and run the job.

Click a step above to see more detailed instructions.
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Import Activity Data
The process of importing Activity Data is broken up into 6 steps and must be
completed in sequential order:

Step 1: Configure the Datasource

In this step, configure the datasource. Towards the end of this section, you can see
examples that explain how to configure specific traditional collection methods and
out-of-the-box API connectors.

To configure the datasource, follow the steps below:

1. Navigate to Menu > Add Data > Activity.

Your existing connections will display on the left side of the page. Edit an existing
connection by clicking the pencil icon, or delete an existing connection, by clicking
the 'X'.
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2. Click + to add a datasource.
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The following options will display:

a. Add Data for Existing Device Type

b. Create Custom Device Type

3. Do the following, depending on which option you selected in step 2:

Add Data for Existing Device Type

a. Click Vendor or Functionality.
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b. Complete the following information, depending on which option you selected in
3.a.:

Vendor

1. Do the following in the Device Type Information section:
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a. Vendors: Select an existing vendor.

b. Device Types: Select an existing device type.

c. Collection Method: Select an existing collection method.

The Device Type Information section will populate with the information
you selected.

2. Continue to step 4.

Functionality

1. Do the following in the Device Type Information section:

a. Functionality: Select the functionality.

b. Device Types: Select the device type.

c. Collection Method: Select the collection method.
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The Device Type Information section will populate with the information
you selected.

2. Continue to step 4.

Create Custom Device Type

a. Complete the following information in the Device Type Information section:

1. (Optional) Duplicate Parse From: Click to indicate how SNYPR should parse
the incoming data.

The Device Type Information section will populate with the information
you selected.

2. Vendor: Click the drop-down and select Create New Vendor. A pop-up will
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display. In the pop-up, type a unique vendor name in the text box, then click
Save.

3. Functionality: Click the drop-down and select Create New Functionality.

A pop-up will display. In the pop-up, type a unique functionality name in the
text box, then click Save.
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4. Resource Type: Specify the resource type based on the vendor or func-
tionality.

5. Collection Method: Click the drop-down and select a collection method.

b. Continue to step 4.

4. Choose the Import Type from the dropdown.

5. Provide the following information in the Device Information section:
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a. Datasource Name: Specify a unique datasource name.

b. (Optional) IP Address Or Host Name: Specify an IP address or host name.

c. Specify timezone for activity logs: Click the drop-down and select a timezone
for the logs.

d. Do you want to index raw events?: Toggle to YES to index raw events for
search in Spotter prior to enrichment.

6. Complete the following information in the Collection Method section:

Note: The fields that display in this section will vary by collection method. To

view more specific instructions for a particular collection method,read the

Activity Data section.
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a. (Optional) Folder Location: Click, Click here to Upload File to upload a file.

b. Import Files Matching Condition: Specify a condition to upload multiple files
with the same prefix or postfix.

c. Parsing Technique: Click the drop-down and select one of the following parsing
techniques:

l Delimited Fields

l Capturing Groups

l Key Value Pair

l CEF Parser

l JSON Parser

l LEEF Parser

l Snare Parser

l Winevent Parser

l Psloglist Parser

l Checkpoint Parser

l Beats Parser

l Log RhythmWindows Parser

l Windows RSA Parser

l Generic Windows Parser

l Microsoft Sysmon Parser

l Windows ADFS Parser

l Windows XML Parser

l Windows PowerShell Parser

l Do Not Parse
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7. (Optional) Click the More Settings section and complete the following information:

a. Action Taken On Unparsed Events: Click the drop-down and select any of the
following options:

l Save in unprocessed folder on HDFS

l Drop Events

l Ingest as unparsed events
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b. Success Folder: Provide the folder used to store files that have been suc-
cessfully imported.

c. Failed Folder: Provide the folder used to store files that have been failed to
import.

d. (Optional) Staging Folder: Provide the folder to be used to store files that will
be processed with a preprocessor prior to being imported.

e. Enable Preprocessor:

a. Yes: Provide a Preprocessor Class.

b. No: Proceed to next step.

f. (Optional) Incomplete Folder: Provide the folder to be used by preprocessors
to store intermediate or incomplete files.

8. Click Get Preview on the top right of the screen to view the data.

9. Click Save & Next.

Examples
This section provides example configurations for traditional collection methods and
out-of-the-box API connectors.

Syslog

1. Navigate to Menu > Add Data > Activity.

2. Click +
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Add Data for Existing Device Type
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1. Enter the following information in the Device Type Information section:

a. Vendor: Select the Vendor name.

OR

b. Functionality: Select the Functionality.
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c. Device Type: Specify the resource type based on the vendor or func-
tionality.

d. Collection Method: Select Syslog [file].

Create Custom Device Type
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a. Provide the following information in the Device Type Information section:

a. Vendor: Select the Vendor name. from the dropdown or select Create New
Vendor to specify a custom vendor name.
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b. Functionality: Select the Functionality from the dropdown.

c. Resource Type: Specify the resource type based on the vendor or func-
tionality.

d. Collection Method: Select Syslog from the dropdown.

3. Enter the following information in the Datasource Information section:
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a. Datasource Name: Specify a unique datasource name.

b. IP Address: Not required.

c. Specify timezone for activity logs: Click the drop-down and select the time
zone for logs.

4. Enter the following information in the Collection Method section:

a. Parsing Technique: Click the drop-down and select parsing technique for the
syslog source. Example: CEF.

5. (Optional) Provide one of the following information in the Sources section to
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enable import for the datasource from multiple Remote Ingesters:

a. Select an Ingester from the dropdown if Sources have been added from the Set-
tings > Manage Ingesters screen. For information about how to add a source
from this screen, see Manage Ingesters in the Administration Guide.

b. Click Create New Source to create a source and complete the following
information:

Note: This option exists for Syslog datasources only.

a. Source Name: Provide the name of the source. The Source name is used as
an identifier in the source statement of the syslog-ng configuration file to
receive log messages. Example: syslog_source1

b. Source Expression:Provide the source expression. The Source expression is
used to build the source statement. Example: source s_tcp {network()ip
(10.1.2.3)port(1999));};

6. (Optional) Provide one of the following information in the Filters section to specify
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which data should be imported.

a. Select an Filter from the dropdown if filters have been added.

b. Click Create New Filter to create a filter and complete the following
information:

a. Filter Name: Provide the name of the source. The Filter Name identifies the
purpose of the filter. Example: filter_host.

b. Filter Expression:Provide the source expression. The Filter Expression is a
Regex that specifies that data that will be imported. Example: filter f_win-
dows {host("win-scnx-01");};

7. Provide the following information in the More Settings section:
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a. Action Taken on Unparsed Events: Click the drop-down and select one of the
following options:

l Save in unprocessed folder on HDFS

l Drop Events

l Ingest as unparsed events

8. Click the Refresh button in the top-right corner of the screen to preview the

input and ensure the data has uploaded successfully.

9. Click Save & Next.

JSON (Key Value Pair)

1. Navigate to Menu > Add Data > Activity.

2. Click +.

Create Custom Device Type
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a. Provide the following information in the Device Type Information section:

a. Vendor: Select the Vendor name. from the dropdown or select Create New
Vendor to specify a custom vendor name.
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b. Functionality: Select the Functionality from the dropdown.

c. Resource Type: Specify the resource type based on the vendor or func-
tionality.

d. Collection Method: Select JSON from the dropdown.

Add Data for Existing Device Type
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1. Enter the following information in the Device Type Information section:

a. Vendor: Select the Vendor name.

OR

b. Functionality: Select the Functionality.
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c. Device Type: Specify the resource type based on the vendor or func-
tionality.

d. Collection Method: Select Syslog [file].

3. Choose the Import Type from the dropdown.

4. Provide the following information in the Device Information section:
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a. Datasource Name: Specify a unique datasource name.

b. IP Address: Not required.

c. Specify timezone for activity logs: Click the drop-down and select a time zone.

d. Do you want to index raw events?: Toggle to YES to index raw events for
search in Spotter prior to enrichment.

5. Provide the following information in the Collection Method section:
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a. Folder Location:Provide the import folder. Default is $Securonix_home/im-
port/in, but you can specify another path if needed.

b. Prefix: Provide the file prefix. Example: samplelog.json.

c. Parsing Technique: Key Value Pair.

d. Delimiter: Select the delimiter used in the file. Example: | (pipe).
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e. Column Identifier: Specify the symbol used to enclose columns in the file.
Example: " (double quotes).

f. Parse Header with Regex?: Toggle to YES to provide a Regex to parse the first
line of the file.

6. Provide the following information in the More Settings section:
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a. Action Taken on Unparsed Events: Click the drop-down and select one of the
following options:

l Save in unprocessed folder on HDFS

l Drop Events

l Ingest as unparsed events
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b. Batch Size: Specify a batch size. The default is 50,000.

c. Include Header: Enable to include the header during import.

d. Success Folder: Specify the folder into which you would like the file to move
upon successful upload. Default: /Securonix/tenants/four/snypr6/securonix_
home/import/success/

e. Failed Folder: Specify the folder into which you would like the file to move
upon a failed upload. Default: /Securonix/tenants/four/snypr6/securonix_
home/import/failed/

f. Staging Folder: Specify the staging folder (required for data requiring pre-
processing). Default: /Securonix/tenants/four/snypr6/securonix_home/im-
port/in

7. Click the Refresh button in the top-right corner of the screen to preview the

input and ensure the data has uploaded successfully.

8. Click Save & Next.

XML (Key Value Pair)

1. Navigate to Menu > Add Data > Activity.

2. Click +.

Create Custom Device Type
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a. Provide the following information in the Device Type Information section:

a. Vendor: Select the Vendor name. from the dropdown or select Create New

Vendor to specify a custom vendor name.
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b. Functionality: Select the Functionality from the dropdown.

c. Resource Type: Specify the resource type based on the vendor or func-
tionality.

d. Collection Method: Select JSON from the dropdown.

3. Choose the Import Type from the dropdown.

4. Provide the following information in the Device Information section:
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a. Datasource Name: Specify a unique datasource name.

b. IP Address: Not required.

c. Specify timezone for activity logs: Click the drop-down and select a time zone.

d. Do you want to index raw events?: Toggle to YES to index raw events for
search in Spotter prior to enrichment.

5. Complete the following information in the Collection Method section:
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a. Folder Location: Click to upload a file from the local machine or specify the com-
plete path to the folder in which the file to be imported is located. Default:

$Securonix_home/import/in.

b. Import Files Matching Conditions: Specify a condition to upload multiple files
with the same prefix or postfix.

c. Root Element Tag Name: Specify the root element tag name from the XML file.

d. Event Element Tag Name: Specify the event element tag name from the XML
file.

e. Parsing Technique: Key Value Pair.

6. Complete the following information in the More Settings section:
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a. Action Taken on Unparsed Events: Click the drop-down and select one of the
following options:

l Save in unprocessed folder on HDFS

l Drop Events

l Ingest as unparsed events

b. Batch Size: Specify a batch size. The default is 50,000.

c. Include Header: Enable to include the header during import.

d. Record Element: Enter the XML record element.

e. Record Attribute: Enter the XML record attribute.

f. Success Folder: Specify the folder into which you would like the file to move
upon successful upload. Default: /Securonix/tenants/four/snypr6/securonix_
home/import/success/

g. Failed Folder: Specify the folder into which you would like the file to move
upon a failed upload. Default: /Securonix/tenants/four/snypr6/securonix_
home/import/failed/

h. Staging Folder: Specify the staging folder (required for data requiring pre-
processing). Default: /Securonix/tenants/four/snypr6/securonix_home/im-
port/in/

7. Click the Refresh button in the top-right corner of the screen to preview the

input and ensure the data has uploaded successfully.

8. Click Save & Next.

File Import

To import data from Delimited or Regex files, complete the following steps: 

1. Navigate to Menu > Add Data > Activity.

2. Click +.
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Add Data for Existing Device Type
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1. Enter the following information in the Device Type Information section:

a. Vendor: Select the Vendor name.

OR

b. Functionality: Select the Functionality.
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c. Device Type: Specify the resource type based on the vendor or func-
tionality.

d. Collection Method: Select Syslog [file].

Create Custom Device Type
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a. Provide the following information in the Device Type Information section:

a. Vendor: Select the Vendor name. from the dropdown or select Create New
Vendor to specify a custom vendor name.
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b. Functionality: Select the Functionality from the dropdown.

c. Resource Type: Specify the resource type based on the vendor or func-
tionality.

d. Collection Method: Select File Import from the dropdown.

3. Choose the Import Type from the dropdown.

4. Provide the following information in the Device Information section:
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a. Datasource Name: Specify a unique datasource name.

b. IP Address: Not required.

c. Specify timezone for activity logs: Click the drop-down and select a time zone.

d. Do you want to index raw events?: Toggle to YES to index raw events for
search in Spotter prior to enrichment.

5. Complete the following information in the Collection Method section:
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a. Folder Location: Select on of the following two options:

l Specify the folder location of the file(s) you want to import. Default:
/Securonix/tenants/four/snypr6/securonix_home/import/in

l Click to upload file and browse for file on your local machine.

b. Import Files Matching Condition: Specify the prefix or postfix and supply a con-
dition to upload multiple files.

c. Parsing Technique: Click the drop-down to select the way SNYPR will parse the
fields in the input file. Example: Delimited Fields or Capturing Groups (Regex).

d. Delimiter: Click the drop-down and select a delimiter if required by Parsing
Technique. Example | (pipe).

6. (Optional) Click the More Settings section and complete the following information:
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a. Action Taken On Unparsed Events: Click the drop-down and select any of the
following options:

l Save in unprocessed folder on HDFS

l Drop Events

l Ingest as unparsed events

b. Success Folder: Provide the folder used to store files that have been suc-
cessfully imported.
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c. Failed Folder: Provide the folder used to store files that have been failed to
import.

d. (Optional) Staging Folder: Provide the folder to be used to store files that will
be processed with a preprocessor prior to being imported.

e. Enable Preprocessor:

a. Yes: Provide a Preprocessor Class.

b. No: Proceed to next step.

f. (Optional) Incomplete Folder: Provide the folder to be used by preprocessors

to store intermediate or incomplete files.

7. Click the Refresh button in the top-right corner of the screen to preview the

input and ensure the data has uploaded successfully.

8. Click Save & Next.

Database

1. Navigate to Menu > Add Data > Activity.

2. Click +.
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Add Data for Existing Device Type
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1. Enter the following information in the Device Type Information section:

a. Vendor: Select the Vendor name.

OR

b. Functionality: Select the Functionality.
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c. Device Types: Specify the device based on the vendor or functionality.

d. Collection Method: Select database.

Create Custom Device Type
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a. Provide the following information in the Device Type Information section:

a. Vendor: Select the Vendor name. from the dropdown or select Create New
Vendor to specify a custom vendor name.
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b. Functionality: Select the Functionality from the dropdown.

c. Resource Type: Specify the device name.

d. Collection Method: Select Database from the dropdown.

3. Choose the Import Type from the dropdown.

4. Complete the following information in the Collection Method section:
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a. Database Type: Click the drop-down and select the database type.

b. JDBC URL: Specify the JDBC URL.

c. Driver Class: Specify the driver class.

d. Database Username: Specify the username.
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e. Database Password: Specify the password.

f. Query: Enter a query to extract information from the database.

g. Incremental: Do the following, depending on what you set this option to:

YES

1. Complete the following fields:
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a. Incremental Field: Click the drop-down and select an attribute to
retrieve incremental events. The query sent to the database is appended
with this field.

b. Type: Select the data type for this field.

c. Format: Provide format for the field.

d. Incremental Condition Created: This field will auto-populate based on
the information entered in the previous steps.

e. Force Ascending Order: Set to YES to force ascending order.

f. Parsing Technique: This is set to Delimited Fields.

g. Delimiter: This is set to | (pipe).

2. Continue to step 6.

NO

1. Skip to step 5.

5. Complete the following information in the More Settings section:

a. Action Taken on Unparsed Events: Click the drop-down and select from the fol-
lowing options:

l Save in unprocessed folder on HDFS

l Drop Events

l Ingest as unparsed events

6. Click the Refresh button in the top-right corner of the screen to preview the

input and ensure the data has uploaded successfully.

7. Click Save & Next.
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Out of Box API Connectors

You can import data using API connections, including Google, Box, Office365,
Crowdstrike, and more.

For a complete list and instructions to integrate available connectors, see Supported
Datasources.

Step 2: Parse and Normalize the Data

Once you have configured the connection to the datasource, you will parse events into
individual attributes and map them to corresponding attributes in the Securonix open
event schema.

Note: For a complete list of attributes in SNYPR, see Attributes by Field Group.

To parse and normalize data in SNYPR, complete the following steps:

Tip: For existing connections, this step has been completed for you, and you may skip

this step. To map attributes for a custom datasource or edit mapping for existing

datasources, complete the following steps.

1. From this page, you can add a new line filter or edit an existing line filter. Do the

following, depending on which action you want to take:

I want to add a new line filter

Line filters parse the data (using the selected parsing technique from step 1) so you
can map each attribute to the corresponding attribute in SNYPR. Depending on the
parsing technique, you can create multiple line filters.
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a. Click + to create a new line filter.

b. Enter a name for the line filter in the Line Filter Name text box. Example: SNX_
AccessLogFormat2.
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Note: For most parsing techniques, you will only be able to create a single

line filter. You can create multiple line filters using the Regex parsing tech-

nique.

c. Provide the Regular Expression to parse the fields extracted to fields to cor-
responding SNYPR attributes.

d. Click Extract Fields to map the attributes to corresponding SNYPR attributes.

When you have created a line filter, the mapped attributes will display in blue
and the attributes that have not been mapped will appear in gray.
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e. (Optional) Click + again if you want to extract additional fields with another

Line Filter.

Note: This option is not available for all parsing techniques.

f. Continue to step 2.

I want to edit an existing line filter

a. From the left side of the screen, choose an existing filter then click the edit icon.

b. Edit any information that displays in the Edit Line Filter section.
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c. Click Extract Fields to map the attributes to corresponding SNYPR attributes.

d. Continue to step 2.

2. (Optional) Click an attribute to map to SNYPR fields, then complete the following
information:
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a. Attribute Name: Specify the name of the attribute in the datasource.

b. Map With: Click the drop-down and select a corresponding SNYPR attribute.

c. Description: Enter a brief a description of the attribute.
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d. Populate Using Function: Click Select Function to view and select available

functions/formulas to perform operations on attribute values. Functions

include:

1. Logical Functions

2. Math Functions

3. Other Functions

4. String Functions: Click this function to extract only the specified string,
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within a field, to appear in the search and dashboard results. If you select
this function, do the following:

Extract a specified string to appear in the search and dashboard results

a. Click FILE_EXTENSION_EXTRACTOR.

Information will auto-populate in the text box.
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b. Click Field in the text box.

c. Click the drop-down and select an activity attribute or type a constant in
the text box, then click Add.
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d. Click Add from the Populate Using Function pop-up.

e. Click Save from the Attribute Mapping window.
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Tip: To clear mapping from the attribute window and start over, click

Remove Mapping.

SNYPR will extract only the file extension from this field in the indexed
results and on the UI (if enabled).

5. Formula

(Optional) Click the name of the function, then click Save to save your
information and go back to the Parsing & Normalization screen.

e. Indexed?: There are two options, including:

l YES: Indexes the attribute in Solr to be available in Spotter search results.

l NO: Excludes the field from Spotter search results.

f. Display on UI?: This field has two options, including:

l YES:Displays the attribute in results on the user interface (UI).

l NO: Excludes the field from results on the UI.

g. Is Multivalued?: There are two options, including:

l YES: Attribute has multiple values separated by a delimiter and specify
Delimiter.

l NO: Attribute does not have multiple values separated by a delimiter and

specify Delimiter.

Note: For a complete list of functions, . read Appendix A: Functions.

3. Click Save.

4. Review results to ensure the attributes are mapped correctly.
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5. Click Save & Next.

Step 3: Add Conditional Actions

The Conditional Actions section allows you to create action filters to specify what
actions should be performed when conditions are met. in imported events.

First you add a condition(s); then specify an action(s) that should happen if events
meet that condition.
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1. Click + to add a condition.

2. Specify the following information for your new condition:
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a. Attribute: Click the drop-down and select the attribute you want to apply the
condition to.

b. Operator: Click the drop-down and select the operator:

l Equal To

l Contains

l Does Not Contain

l Not Equal To

l Ends With

l Starts With

l Is Not Null

l Greater Than

l Less Than

c. Value: Specify the value of the attribute.

d. Condition: Click the drop-down and select AND or OR.

e. Add/Remove: Click + to add conditions, or click - to remove conditions.

f. Do you want to drop Events that do not get correlated?: Set to YES if you
want the above conditions to be evaluated after the correlation of event data.

3. In the Select Actions for Above Conditions section, click + to add actions to the
conditions you just created.
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A list of actions will display:
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a. Set Event Severity

b. Set Event Category

c. Enrich from TPI

d. Populate ActiveList

e. Geolocation Attributes

f. Enrich fromWatchList

g. Enrich from Lookup Table

h. Enrich From Asset Metadata

i. Perform IP Address Attribution

j. Drop Events

4. Do the following, depending on what action you selected in step 3:

Set Event Severity

When the following conditions are met, set the Event Severity for the events. This
will help prioritize events on the security dashboard.

Continue to step 5.

Set Event Category

When conditions are met, set an Event Category to group similar event types
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across multiple datasources.

a. Complete the following information:

1. Category Object: Specify the object acted upon. Example: Application.

2. Category Behavior: Specify the action to be taken. Example: Authentication.

3. Category Outcome: Specify the outcome of the action. Example: Failure.

b. Continue to step 5.

Enrich from TPI

When conditions are met, enrich the event data with Third-Party Intelligence (TPI)
data. In the example below, when transactions are blocked by a firewall, the IP
address will check against TPI.
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Continue to step 5.

Populate ActiveList

When conditions are met, populate an active list. Active lists are used in SNYPR to
maintain an activity history of specified attributes (for each event) during a
specified duration of time. This allows for faster processing and analytical checks to
detect links between events that might otherwise go unnoticed. Active lists are
stored in Redis in-memory database.

In this example, an active list will populate for accountname+Filename to quickly
view violations, such as: uploading a file to a personal email or file sharing/storage
site. You can either create a new active list by clicking Create New Active List, or
use an existing one by clicking the Active List Name.

When you create a new active list or click an existing active list, a pop-up will
display with the following information:
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a. Active List Name: Specify a list name.

b. Duration: Specify the duration in seconds for list to remain active in in-memory
database. The Account Name and File Name will be retained in-memory for the
specified duration.

c. Active List Rule: Specify the mapped attributes to include in the active list.

Click Save, then continue to step 5.

Geolocation Attributes

When conditions are met, enrich with Geolocation attributes. SNYPR can use
Geolocation attributes to detect land speed violations and other threats for which
a Geolocation is required.

This example will enrich events with geolocation when a user successfully logs in.

a. Use the right arrow (>) to add fields to the right box.

b. Continue to step 5.

Enrich from WatchList

When conditions are met, enrich attributes with Watch List data.
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This example checks the account name against a watch list for bad performance
reviews. If a user performs activity on a document that contains the word
"confidential", this will be able to detect possible data exfiltration.

a. Complete the following information:

1. Select Watchlist: Click the drop-down and select a watch list.

2. Matches: Specify the mapped attributes to match.

3. Extract value from: Click the drop-down and select an existing value to
extract from.

4. Store In: Click the drop-down and select Create Enrichment Attribute. A

pop-up will display in which you will need to complete the following

information:
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l Attribute Name: Provide a unique name to identity the new attribute in
the event data.

l Map With: Select an unmapped attribute from the drop-down.

l Description: Enter a brief description of the attribute.

l Populate Using Function: Click to populate attribute using a function.
For more information about Functions, see Derived Fields.

l Enable Indexed?: Indexes the attribute in Solr to be available in Spotter
search results. Disable to exclude the field from Spotter search results.
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l Enable Display on UI?: Displays the attribute in results on the UI. Dis-
able to exclude the field from results on the UI.

l Is Multivalued?: Enable to YES or NO.

b. Click Save.

c. Continue to step 5.

Enrich from Lookup Table

When conditions are met, enrich from the Lookup Table.

In the following example, enrich with data from non-business domain lookup table
if a user changes permissions in Google to check if the permissions have been
changed to a non-business domain such as, a personal file sharing account or
competitor domain.

a. Complete the following information:

1. Select Lookup: Click the drop-down and select a lookup.

2. Matches: Specify the mapped attributes to match.
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3. Extract value from: Click the drop-down and select an existing value to
extract from.

4. Store In: Click the drop-down and select an enrichment attribute or Create

Enrichment Attribute. A pop-up will display in which you will need to

complete the following information:

l Attribute Name: Provide a unique name to identity the new attribute in
the event data.
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l Map With: Select an unmapped attribute from the drop-down.

l Description: Enter a brief description of the attribute.

l Populate Using Function: Click to populate attribute using a function.
For more information about Functions, see Derived Fields.

l Enable Indexed?: Indexes the attribute in Solr to be available in Spotter
search results. Disable to exclude the field from Spotter search results.

l Enable Display on UI?: Displays the attribute in results on the UI. Dis-
able to exclude the field from results on the UI.

l Is Multivalued?: Enable to YES or NO.

b. Click Save.

c. Continue to step 5.

Enrich From Asset Metadata

When conditions are met, enrich attributes with Asset Metadata. In this example,
use asset metadata for laptop owner to identify a user when an account name is

null.

a. Complete the following information:
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1. Select Lookup: Click the drop-down and select a lookup.

2. Matches: Specify the mapped attributes to match.

3. Extract value from: Click the drop-down and select an existing value to
extract from.

4. Store In: Click the drop-down and select an enrichment attribute or Create

Enrichment Attribute. A pop-up will display in which you will need to

complete the following information:
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l Attribute Name: Provide a unique name to identity the new attribute in
the event data.

l Map With: Select an unmapped attribute from the drop-down.

l Description: Enter a brief description of the attribute.

l Populate Using Function: Click to populate attribute using a function.
For more information about Functions, see Derived Fields.

l Enable Indexed?: Indexes the attribute in Solr to be available in Spotter
search results. Disable to exclude the field from Spotter search results.

l Enable Display on UI?: Displays the attribute in results on the UI. Dis-
able to exclude the field from results on the UI.

l Is Multivalued?: Enable to YES or NO.

b. Click Save.

c. Continue to step 5.

Perform IP Address Attribution

When conditions are met, extract the account name associated with the
IP Address. For example, if the account name is null in a proxy datasource, extract
the account name that was logged into the Active Directory on the IP Address at
the time the proxy event occurred.

Note: You must enable "IP Address to Account Name Relationship" on

page  230 in the authentication source to extract the account name from the

IP  Address.
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a. Complete the following information:

1. Detect the Account for an IP Address?: Set to YES to require IP address to
user relationship.

2. Select IPAddress Attribute: Click the drop-down and select the IP address
attribute.

3. Select Hostname Attribute: Click the drop-down and select the host name
attribute.

b. Continue to step 5.

Drop Events

When conditions are met, drop events with the above matching conditions.
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a. Set Do you want to drop events? to YES.

b. Continue to step 5.

IP Address to Account Name Relationship

Enable IP Address to Account Name Relationship to record the account name that
has logged into an IP address on one data source to associate with events from
another datasource that do not have account name information, such as proxy or

firewall logs.

IP Address to Account Name Relationship extracts relationships between account
names from authentication datasources such as Active Directory and dynamic IP
addresses for a specified duration of time.

You must enable IP Address to Account Name in the authentication source to use the

"Perform IP Address Attribution" on page 228 Action Filter to extract the account
name from the IP Address.

To enable the IP Address to Account Name Relationship, click the IP Address to
Account Name Relationship drop-down.
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Complete the following information:
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a. Enable Storage of IP Address to Account Name Information: Set to YES to enable
storage of IP address to account name information.

b. Transaction Attribute: Click the drop-down to select the attribute mapped to the

authentication event attribute.

Example: sessionid.

c. Transaction: Enter the value for successful authentication for the datasource from

which you want to attribute IP Addresses.

Example: 4624: An Account was successfully logged on (Active Directory).

d. IP Address Attribute: Click the drop-down and select the attribute mapped to the
IP address in the data source.

e. Host Name Attribute: Click the drop-down and select the attribute mapped to the
Host Name in the datasource.

f. Account Name Attribute: Click the drop-down and select the attribute mapped to
the account name in the datasource.

g. Expiry Duration (In Minutes): Enter the duration of time in which to perform the

IP attribution.

Example: 1,440 (24hrs).

Derived Fields

You can derive custom attributes from existing attributes in the datasource using
Derived Fields. For example, if you want to include a file name in activity events but
the field is not included in the mapped attributes for this datasource, you can create a
Derived Field to extract the information from the event data.

Click + Add New to define custom parsing rules for log events:
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a. Attribute Name: Specifies the name of the attribute in the datasource. Map With:
Select a corresponding attribute from the dropdown.

b. Map With: Click the drop-down and make a selection.

c. Description: Enter a brief a description of the attribute.
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d. Populate Using Function: Click Select Function to view and select available func-
tions/formulas to perform operations on attribute values.

e. Indexed?: Set to YES to index the attribute in Solr to be available in Spotter search
results. Toggle to No to exclude the field from Spotter search results.

f. Display on UI?: Set to YES to display the attribute in results on the UI. Select No to
exclude the field from results on the UI.

g. Is Multivalued?: Set to YES if the attribute has multiple values separated by a
delimiter and specify Delimiter.

To populate derived fields using functions, complete the following:

a. Click the function you would like to use to populate the field in the dialog window.

b. Click for each attribute to be populated.

c. Select an Activity Attribute from the drop-down OR enter a Constant value.

d. Click Add.

e. Click Add on Populate Using Function.

f. Click Save.

Step 4: Identity Attribution

The SNYPR application associates events with user identities according to correlation
rules. You can use account names that appear in event IP Addresses to perform this
association. If you specify multiple rules, the rules are evaluated in the order in which
they appear. SNYPR stores the correlation rules you create so you can apply them to
multiple data feeds.

The SNYPR application provides a comprehensive and feature-rich correlation engine
too associate user identities with security log events. The correlation engine features
the following: 
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l Ability to specify multiple correlation rules: You can specify multiple correlation
rules to account for different conventions used to create account IDs for different
users on datasource. The correlation rules are evaluated in the order in which they
are specified. When the account ID is matched to a user identity within the organ-
ization, the correlation rule engine stops processing the other rules.

l Ability to specify multiple operations on the identity data:The correlation engine
will perform the following operations on any identity attribute. The identity
attribute generated after the operator is applied can be concatenated with other
identity attributes.

l Trim Left

l Trim Right

l Prefix

l Postfix

l Substring

l Prefix and Postfix

l Ability to prioritize rules: You can assign weights to rules to prioritize them. Rules
are processed based on the weight assigned to them.

l Ability to request suggested matches: The SNYPR application utilizes special
comparators that perform the following types of matches:

l Phonetics: The comparator provides results for words that sound like each
other.

l Character Swapping: The comparator provides results by swapping characters
(Sean misspelled to Saen will match).

l Closest Match: jsmith01 and jsmith02 will match to jsmith.

l Ability to filter users: You can select all users for correlation or filter users by spe-
cifying user selection for correlation.
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Example: An application uses the convention first initial of first name + first initial

of lastname + employeeid for the account ID, so Harry Ogwa, employeeid 1001,

owns the account name HO1001.

To construct this rule:

1. Perform substring operation on first name with 1,1 (start from first character and
extract the first character).

2. Perform substring operation on last name with 1,1 (start from first character and
extract the first character).

3. Concatenate with Employee ID.
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Instructions
To create correlation rules to attribute identities to events, complete the following
steps:

1. Click + to add a correlation rule.

A list will display with the following options:
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a. + Add New Correlation Rule

b. Choose from Existing Rules

2. Do the following, depending on what option you selected in step 24:

+ Add New Correlation Rule

a. Complete the following information in the Correlation Rule section:
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1. Correlation Rule Name: Enter a descriptive name for the correlation rule.

2. Select Event Field: Click the drop-down and select an event to which to cor-
relate users.

3. Correlate Event To: Choose one of the following options:

l Users: This option will display the Correlate Events to User Using Rule
section.

l Access Account: This option will hide the Correlate Events to User
Using Rule section.

b. Do the following, depending on what you selected in step 2.a.3.:

Users

1. Complete the following information in the Correlate Events to User Using
Rule section:

l User Attribute: Click the drop-down and select a user attribute.

l Operation: Click the drop-down and select an operation.
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l Condition: Click the drop-down and select a condition.

l Separator: Check the box to specify a separator. Once you check the
box, a text box will display where you will specify the separator value.

l Add/Delete: Click + to add another rule or click - to remove a rule.

2. Click Save.

3. Continue to step 3.

Access Account

1. Click Save.

2. Skip to step 3.

Choose from Existing Rules

a. Click an existing correlation rule from the drop-down.
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b. Make any edits to the existing fields.
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c. Click Save.

d. Continue to step 3.

3. Click Save & Next.

Note: The correlation rule is automatically synchronized and stored in HBase.

Step 5: Review the Import Summary

The Import Summary screen will provide a summary of the job you are about to

import. From this screen, you can review your information to ensure the line filters
and correlation rules are correct.
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What can I do on this Screen?
There are many actions you can take from this screen, including:

Review the import

Click Prev to return to previous screens and review/edit information.

Save the import template

Click Save Template on the top right of the screen.

A pop-up will display asking if you want to save the template.
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Click Save.

Analyze line filters

Enter text to search in the Line Filter search.

Create a policy for the datasource

Click Create Policy in the Policies section.
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Complete the Create Policy form.

Note: For more detailed information on how to configure policies for datasources,

see Policy Violations.

Step 6: Run the Job

You have the flexibility to choose when to run import jobs. You can choose to run the
job once or on a recurring schedule. If the job runs successfully, the status shows as
completed, and you can review the Activity data that was imported.

To run the job, follow the steps below:
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1. Complete the following information in the Job Scheduling Information section:

a. Do you want to run job Once?: Runs the job right now.

b. Do you want to run this job every seconds?: Specify when you want to run the
job, in seconds.

c. Do you want to schedule this job for future?: Choose how often you want to
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run the job.

2. Complete the following information in the Job Details section:
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a. Job Name: Enter a unique name for the job or use the default name that
appears in the text box.

b. Incremental Import: Set to YES to run the job increments.

3. (Optional) Do the following in the Notifications section:

a. Enable Notifications: Select one of the following options:

l YES: You will receive email notifications when the job is run.

l NO: You will not receive email notifications when the job is run.

b. Do the following, depending on what option you selected above:
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YES

1. Complete the following information:
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l Notification Type: Select Email or Application Alert.

Email

l Email Address: Enter the email address that will receive notifications.

l Email Template: Select the email template you want to use to send
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email notifications.

Note: To create a new template, see Email Templates.

l Interval between Notifications (In Seconds): Specify the interval

between notifications in seconds.

l No Data Notification Interval (In Minutes): If there is no data

imported within specified interval (in minutes), then send notification.
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Application Alert

l Group: Select the group that will receive alerts within the application.

OR

l User: Select the user that will receive alerts within the application.
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l Interval between Notifications (In Seconds): Specify the interval

between notifications in seconds.

l No Data Notification Interval (In Minutes): If there is no data

imported within specified interval (in minutes), then send notification.

2. Continue to step 4.

NO

1. Skip to step 4.

4. Click Save & Run.

You will be redirected to the Jobs by Connection screen. From here, you can
ensure data was loaded successfully.

5. (Optional) Upon successful import, the event data will be available for searching in
Spotter. To search events in Spotter, complete the following steps:

a. Navigate to Menu > Security Center > Spotter.

b. Click the datasource name on the Spotter summary screen.
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Entity Metadata
Metadata summarizes basic information about other data, which can make it easier to
find and work with other data. Entity metadata, and asset metadata, are used at the
time of ingestion to transform raw events into meaningful information that is easy to
understand, search, and investigate.

You can import entity metadata to super enrich events for the following resources:

l Resources: The assets on your network such as workstations, laptops and servers.

l IP addresses: The IP addresses of the assets on your network.

l Activity Account: The user accounts performing activity on your network.

Steps to Import Entity Metadata

The process of importing entity metadata involves 3 steps:
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1. Create a Connection: Create a connection to import from file or database.

2. Configure Attribute Mapping: Map attributes with corresponding SNYPR attrib-
utes.

3. Run the job: Schedule and run the job.

Click a step to learn more details.
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Import Entity Metadata
The process of importing Entity Metadata includes three steps and must be completed
in sequential order:

Step 1: Create a Connection

You can import Entity Metadata from files, databases, and API connections including
Qualys and Tanium.

To create a connection, do the following:

1. Navigate to Menu > Add Data > Entity Metadata.

2. Click New Connection to create a new connection.
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3. Click the Connection Type drop-down and select one of the following connection
types:

a. File Import

b. Database

c. Qualys

d. Tanium

e. ServiceNow Asset Management

4. Complete the following information in the Connection Information section:

a. Connection Name: Enter a unique connection name or use the pre-populated
default.

b. MetaData Entity: Click the drop-down and select one of the following options:

1. Resources

2. IP Address

3. Activity Account
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5. Do the following, depending on the connection type you selected in step 3:

File Import

a. Complete the following in the Connection Details section:
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1. Upload File?: Select one of the following options options:

l YES: Browse to upload a file on your local machine.

l NO: Specify the complete path to the folder in which the file to be impor-
ted is located. Default: $Securonix_home/import/in. Continue to b.3.

2. (Optional) Select File to import: This field will only display when Upload
File? is set to YES. Select the file for importing user identity data. The file
will be uploaded to : /Securonix/tenants/partnerdemo/securonix_home/im-
port/in. You can also copy the file manually to the location.

3. File Prefix: Prefix of the file containing data to import.

4. Column Delimiter: Specify the delimiter between the fields in the input file.

5. Exclude Header: Select one of the following options:

l YES: Specify the number of lines to ignore.

l NO: Continue to b.7.

6. (Optional) Number of lines to Ignore: This field only displays when Exclude
Header is set to YES.

7. Delete Old Entity Metadata: Select one of the following options:

l YES: Deletes the old data and replaces it with the new import.

l NO: Keeps the old data and doesn't replace it with the new import.

b. Continue to step 6.

Database

a. Complete the following information in the Connection Details section:
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1. Delete Old Entity MetaData: Select one of the following options:

l YES: Deletes the old data and replaces it with new metadata.

l NO: Keeps the old data and doesn't replace it with new metadata.

2. SQL Query: Enter the query.

Example: select id, resourcename, ownerid, ownertype,

criticality from resources;

3. Database Type: Click the drop-down and select a database type.

4. JDBC URL: Enter the JDBC URL to connect to a particular database.

Example: jdbc:mysql://<host>:<3306>/<database>.

5. Driver Class: Specify the database driver class.

Example: com.mysql.jdbc.Driver.

6. Database Username: Enter the database username.

7. Database Password: Enter the database password.

b. Continue to step 6.

Qualys

To import Entity Metadata from Qualys, you must configure the required
connection credentials:

a. Navigate to "../securonix_home/connectorapis/qualys/scr" folder.

b. Open config.txt.

c. Enter connection credentials.
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d. Continue to step 7.
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Tanium

Before You Begin

To import Entity Metadata from Tanium, you will need the following information
for your Tanium server:

l API Username: User name to connect to the user interface (UI).

l API Password: Password associated with the API user name

l API IP Address: IP Address of the Server.

Instructions

a. Complete the following information in the Connection Details section:
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1. API Username: Specify the username to connect to the API.

2. API Password: Specify the password associated with the above username.

3. API IP Address: Provide the IP address of the server.

b. Continue to step 7.

ServiceNow Asset Management

Before You Begin

To import Entity Metadata from ServiceNow, you will need the following
information for your ServiceNow server:

l ServiceNow URL: URL to connect to ServiceNow.

l ServiceNow Username: User name to connect to ServiceNow .

l ServiceNow Password: Password associated with the ServiceNow user name.

l ServiceNow Asset Management Table: Table name from where the records are
retrieved.

Instructions
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a. Complete the following information in the Connection Details section:
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1. ServiceNow URL: Specify the URL to connect to ServiceNow.

2. ServiceNow Username: Specify the username to connect to ServiceNow.

3. ServiceNow Password: Specify the password associated with the above
username.

4. ServiceNow Asset Management Table: Specify the table name.

5. Query String: Enter the query to retrieve data from ServiceNow.

6. Delete Old MetaData for Entity: Enable to delete the data imported during
the last import, or disable to retain the data.

b. Continue to step 7.

6. Complete the following information in the Connection Properties section:
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a. Import From Remote Server?: Do the following, depending on what option you
select:

YES

Set this field to YES to use FTP/SFTP/SCP to ingest the file located in a remote
location. There will be additional fields that display with this setting. Follow the
instructions below to learn more about these settings:
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1. Complete the following information:
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a. Remote Connection Type: Click the drop-down and select a remote con-
nection type.

b. Host IP Address:Specify the host IP address.

c. Port Number: Specify the port number.

d. Username:Specify the username.

e. Password: Specify the password.

f. Source directory: Specify the source directory.

g. Proxy Server?: This is the server that all computers on the local network

have to go through before accessing information on the Internet. Select

one of the following options:

l YES: Enter the Proxy Server URL, Username, and Password.

l NO: Continue to step 6.b.
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h. Test Remote Connection?: Click if you want to test the remote con-
nection.

2. Continue to step 6.b.

NO

1. Skip to step 6.b.

b. Source Folder: Specify the source folder in which the file is located. Default
${SECURONIX_HOME}/import/in.

c. Success Folder: Specify the success folder into which to move the file once the
import is completed successfully. Default ${SECURONIX_HOME}/im-
port/success.

d. Failed Folder: Specify the failed folder into which to move the file if the import
job fails to complete. Default ${SECURONIX_HOME}/import/failed.

7. Click Save And Next.

Step 2: Configure Attribute Mapping

Now that you have configured the connection, you will specify column positions in the
in file that map to the entity metadata fields.

Note: For a complete list of attributes in SNYPR, see Attributes by Field Group.

Complete the following information:
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a. Position: Specify the column position in the file that maps to metadata fields.

b. Value: Specify the column value in the file that maps to metadata fields.

c. Is indexed key: Set to YES to specify the primary key for the table.

Note: Before you can continue to step 3, you must set one attribute as the

primary key for the table.

d. (Optional) Action: Click + to add an entry or click - to remove an entry.

Step 3: Run the Job

You have the flexibility to choose when to run import jobs. You can choose to run the
job once or on a recurring schedule. If the job runs successfully, the status shows as
completed, and you can review the entity metadata that was imported.

To run the job, do the following:
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1. Complete the following information in the Job Details section:

a. Job Name: Enter a job name.

b. (Optional) Job Description: Describe the job.

Note: By default, this text box is auto-populated based on the date-time.

c. Enable Job Related Notifications: Set to YES to enable notifications, then com-
plete the following settings:

l On Success: Set up the details for the On Success email by selecting Create
New Email Template or by selecting an existing email template.

l On Failure: Set up the details for the On Failure email, either by selecting
Create New Email Template or by selecting an existing email template.

l On Completed With Errors: Set up the details for the On Completed With

Errors email, either by selecting Create New Email Template or by selecting
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an existing email template.

2. Complete the following information in the Job Schedule Information section:
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a. Run Job: Select one of the following options:

l Do you want to run job Once?: Select if you only want to run this job one
time.

l Do you want to schedule this job for future?: Select how often you want to
run the job.

b. Start Job At: Type when you want to start the job.

c. Run Every: How often you want the job to run in seconds.

d. Stop after: Leave this field blank if you want the job to run all the time.

3. Click Save to save your information.

4. Click Run to run the job.
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Geolocation/Network Map Data
SNYPR indexes the geolocation/network map data and uses it to enrich event data. By
enriching each event with the geolocation/network map information, the application
can use this data for threat detection, reporting, and alerting.

Geolocation/Network Map Data is enabled through an action filter when importing
Activity Data during "Step 3: Add Conditional Actions" on page 213.

Geolocation
Geolocation data represents the location information for IP addresses (city, state,
country, etc.). This makes it easy to locate where an event has occurred and find
attacks with pinpoint accuracy. Geolocation data is typically imported from MaxMind
(GeoIPCityLite DB) then normalized and indexed into the ipmapping core.

Network Map
The network map is imported from a comma delimited flat file.

Network map data represents the zone of the internal IP associated with the event.
For example, the LAN, DMZ, VPN, and WIFI-contiguous IP addresses on your
network. The application supports CIDR (Classless Inter-Domain Routing), formatted
IP addresses, and IP ranges (from-to).

Network Zone

A network zone represents a contiguous block of IP addresses that are provided with
a name. Generally, the network zones are provided in a CIDR notation. For example,
the block 192.168.100.0 represents the 1024 IPv4 addresses from 192.168.100.0 to
192.168.103.255. The same information may be provided in the form of IP From, IP To,
and location, as this format is also supported.

When ingesting network map data in CIDR block format, the application converts the
IP address block to a range of integers. For example,
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l 10.30.0.0/12 - USA will be converted to:

Start IP: 10.16.0.0 (168820736)

End IP: 10.31.255.255 (169869311)

l 10.30.150.0/24 - USA_Sanfrancisco will be converted to:

Start IP: 10.30.150.0 (168820736)

End IP: 10.30.150.255 (169869311)

If the application receives an IP address in an event, for example 10.30.150.10
(169776650), the query will look like this:

Get Country from IP_Mapping where Start_IP,169776650 and Last_

IP>169776650

You will receive results for both USA and USA_Sanfranciso, and the first result that
you get will be associated with the country (USA).

Insert the network map into the SNYPR application in this order so that the city is the
first result from the query:

10.30.150.0/24 - USA_Sanfrancisco

10.30.150.8/29

10.30.0.0/12 - USA
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Import Geolocation
To import Geolocation from MaxMind, complete the following steps.

Step 1: Import Data from MaxMind

1. Navigate to Menu > Add Data > Geolocation/Network Map.

By default, you will be on the Existing Connection tab.

2. Click the Available configurations drop-down and select MaxMind.
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Note: If MaxMind is not showing as an option in the drop-down, click the New

Connection tab to create a new connection.

3. Complete the following information in the Available Configurations section:
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a. Configuration Name: Enter MaxMind as the configuration name.

b. Select source type: Select the source from where to import the data.

c. Attribute Mapping: Specify which attribute value is at which column position.

l Position: Column position (1, 2, or 3).

l Name: Attribute value.

d. Connection: Click the drop-down and select MaxMind.

e. Convert IP: Select one of the following options:

l YES: Converts the IP.

l NO: Does not convert the IP.

4. Click Save & Next.

Step 2: Run the Job

You have the flexibility to choose when to run import jobs. You can choose to run

them once or on a recurring schedule. If the job runs successfully, the status shows as
completed, and you can review the Geolocation and Network data that was imported.

To run the job, follow the steps below:
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1. Complete the following information in the Job Details section:

a. Job Name: By default, the text box will auto-populate with a name. If you want
to change the name, delete the default and enter your own unique job name.

b. (Optional) Job Description: Enter a job description.

c. (Optional) Enable Job Related Notifications: Select one of the following

options:

YES

Towards the bottom of the screen, you can specify notification emails to be sent

to you for when a job has successfully run, failed, or for when error messages
have been received:

l On Success

l On Failure

l On Completed with Errors
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For this example, the On Success section is used. Click the drop-down and
select one of the following options:

l Create New Email Template

l Job Status

Do the following, depending on which option you selected in the drop-down:

Create New Email Template

Complete the following information that displays in the pop Create New Email
Template pop-up:
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a. Sender Name: Enter the name of the sender.

b. Template Name: Enter a unique name for the template.

c. (Optional) Description: Enter a description of the template.

d. To: Enter the email address of the recipient.

e. From: This field will auto-populate with the sender address.

f. (Optional) CC: Enter email addresses of the carbon copy recipients sep-
arated by commas.

g. (Optional) BCC: Enter email address of the blind carbon copy recipients sep-
arated by commas.

h. (Optional) Subject: Enter a subject for the email template.

i. (Optional) HTML Enabled: Set to YES to enable HTML.

j. (Optional) Store in Outbox prior to sending?: Set to YES to store outgoing

messages in the outbox prior to sending.

Note: View the Outbox from the collapsed menu on the top navigation

menu.

k. Use this template for: Select a module for the template.

l. (Optional) Email body: You can do one or both of the following:

Add Email Template Variables

Click Add Email Template Variables.
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Check the box next to the variables you want to add.

Scroll to the bottom and click Add.

Enter and Format Text

Type what you want in the blank space and use the tools in the toolbar to
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format the email body.

Continue to step 2 below.

Job Status - [Successful/Failed/Completed with errors]

Skip to step 2.

NO

1. Skip to step 2.

2. Complete the following information in the Job Scheduling Information section:
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a. Do you want to run job Once?: Runs the job right now.

b. Do you want to run this job every seconds?: Specify how often you want the
import job to run (in seconds).

c. Do you want to schedule this job for future?: Specify a time for the import job
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to run.

3. Click Save to save your changes.

4. Click Run to run the job.

You will be redirected to the Jobs by Connection screen. From here, you can ensure
data was loaded successfully.
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Import Network Map
To import a network map from a delimited file, complete the following steps: 

Step 1: Import Network Map from a Delimited File

To import Network Map data from a delimited file, follow the instructions below:

1. Navigate to Menu > Add Data > Geolocation/Network Map.

2. Click New Connection.

3. Complete the following information in the Available Configurations section:
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1. Configuration Name: Provide a name to uniquely identify this configuration.

2. Select source type: Select source from where to import the data.

4. Complete the following information in the Additional Settings section:
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a. Exclude Header: Select one of the following options:

l YES: Excludes the header lines from the input file.

l NO: Includes the header lines in the input file.

b. Exclude Footer: Select one of the following options:

l YES: Excludes footer lines from the input file.

l NO: Includes footer lines in the input file.

c. (Optional) Number of lines to Ignore: This field only displays when fields a. or
b. above are set to YES. Specify the number of lines to ignore in the input file.

5. Click Save & Next.

Step 2: Run the Job

You have the flexibility to choose when to run import jobs. You can choose to run
them once or on a recurring schedule. If the job runs successfully, the status shows as
completed, and you can review the Geolocation and Network data that was imported.

To run the job, follow the steps below:
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1. Complete the following information in the Job Details section:

a. Job Name: By default, the text box will auto-populate with a name. If you want
to change the name, delete the default and enter your own unique job name.

b. (Optional) Job Description: Enter a job description.

c. (Optional) Enable Job Related Notifications: Select one of the following

options:

YES

Towards the bottom of the screen, you can specify notification emails to be sent

to you for when a job has successfully run, failed, or for when error messages
have been received:

l On Success

l On Failure

l On Completed with Errors
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For this example, the On Success section is used. Click the drop-down and
select one of the following options:

l Create New Email Template

l Job Status

Do the following, depending on which option you selected in the drop-down:

Create New Email Template

Complete the following information that displays in the pop Create New Email
Template pop-up:
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a. Sender Name: Enter the name of the sender.

b. Template Name: Enter a unique name for the template.

c. (Optional) Description: Enter a description of the template.

d. To: Enter the email address of the recipient.

e. From: This field will auto-populate with the sender address.

f. (Optional) CC: Enter email addresses of the carbon copy recipients sep-
arated by commas.

g. (Optional) BCC: Enter email address of the blind carbon copy recipients sep-
arated by commas.

h. (Optional) Subject: Enter a subject for the email template.

i. (Optional) HTML Enabled: Set to YES to enable HTML.

j. (Optional) Store in Outbox prior to sending?: Set to YES to store outgoing

messages in the outbox prior to sending.

Note: View the Outbox from the collapsed menu on the top navigation

menu.

k. Use this template for: Select a module for the template.

l. (Optional) Email body: You can do one or both of the following:

Add Email Template Variables

Click Add Email Template Variables.
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Check the box next to the variables you want to add.

Scroll to the bottom and click Add.

Enter and Format Text

Type what you want in the blank space and use the tools in the toolbar to
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format the email body.

Continue to step 2 below.

Job Status - [Successful/Failed/Completed with errors]

Skip to step 2.

NO

1. Skip to step 2.

2. Complete the following information in the Job Scheduling Information section:
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a. Do you want to run job Once?: Runs the job right now.

b. Do you want to run this job every seconds?: Specify how often you want the
import job to run (in seconds).

c. Do you want to schedule this job for future?: Specify a time for the import job
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to run.

3. Click Save to save your changes.

4. Click Run to run the job.

You will be redirected to the Jobs by Connection screen. From here, you can ensure
data was loaded successfully.
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Search using Spotter
Upon successful import, Geolocation data will be available for searching in Spotter. To
search for Geolocation in Spotter, complete the following steps:

1. Navigate to Menu > Security Center > Spotter.

2. Type index=geolocationin search bar.

3. Click the search icon.

For more information about using Spotter, read the Spotter section of the Security
Analyst Guide.
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Lookup Tables
Lookup tables are used to save any data needed for reference, such as critical
keywords, competitors, non-business domains, malicious file extensions, job portals,
etc. The contents of a lookup table are used to make comparisons in policies.

The SNYPR application includes lookup tables by default, but you must import the
data into the tables. There are two types of lookup tables: User and System.

The User and System lookup tables are stored in Redis. However, the System lookup
tables are loaded into memory and User lookup tables are not loaded into memory.
We recommend you to use the System Lookup table.

Note: The User lookup table has known performance issues and few conditions are

not supported such as Contain/Does not Contains/Starts With/Ends With. All

conditions are supported in System lookup table.

This section will describe how to create new lookup tables and import data into

existing tables.

Steps to Import Lookup Data

The process of importing Lookup Tables involves 3 steps:

1. Create a Connection: Create a connection to import from file or database.

2. Configure Attribute Mapping: Map attributes with corresponding SNYPR attrib-
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utes.

3. Run the job: Schedule and run the job.

Click a step to learn more details.
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Import Lookup Tables
The process of importing Lookup data includes three steps and must be completed in
sequential order:

Step 1: Create a Connection

In this step, configure the connection to import the lookup data. You can import
lookup tables from files and databases.

To create a connection, do the following:

1. Navigate to Menu > Add Data > Lookup Data.

2. Click New Connection.

3. Complete the following information in the Connection Information section:
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a. Connection Type: Click the drop-down and select one of the following options:

l Database

l File Import

l Splunk

l AWS S3 using SQS

b. Create New Lookup Table: Enter a unique name for the lookup table or keep
the default name.

c. Lookup Table Type: Click the drop-down and select one of the following

options:

l User

l System

4. Do the following, depending on the connection type you selected in step 3.a:

Database

a. Complete the following information in the Connection Details section:
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1. (Optional) Delete Old Lookup Data: Select one of the following settings:

l YES: Allows you to remove previous data from the lookup table.

l NO: Does not allow you to remove previous data for the lookup table.

2. SQL Query: Enter the SQL query.

Example: select domainname, domainkey from lookuptable10.

b. Complete the following information in the Connection Properties section:
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1. Database Type: Click the drop-down and select a database type.

2. JDBC URL: Type a connection string to connect to a particular database.

Example: jdbc:mysql://hostname:port/database_name

3. Driver Class: Specify the database specific driver class.
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Example: com.mysql.jdbc.Driver.

4. Database Username: Enter the database username.

5. Database Password: Enter the database password.

c. Continue to step 5 below.

File Import

a. Complete the following information in the Connection Details section:
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1. (Optional) Upload a file?: Do the following, depending on the setting you
select:

YES

a. Click Browse to select a file from your local machine.

b. Continue to step 4.a.3. below.

NO

a. Continue to step 4.a.2. below.

2. File Name: Enter a name for the file.

3. Delimiter: Specify the delimiter that will be between the fields, such as
comma "," or semicolon ";".

4. (Optional) Exclude Header: Specify if the column headers should ignored
from the input.

5. Number of lines to Ignore: Specify the number of lines to ignore.
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6. (Optional) Delete Old Lookup Data: Select one of the following settings:

l YES: Allows you to remove previous data from the lookup table.

l NO: Does not allow you to remove previous data for the lookup table.

b. Continue to step 5.
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5.
Splunk

a. Complete the following information in the Connection Details section:

1. Restrict Access to this lookup table to your user group: Enable to restrict
access to this lookup table to your group. Disable to allow all users to access
this lookup table.

2. (Optional) Delete Old Lookup Data: Select one of the following settings:

l YES: Allows you to remove previous data from the lookup table.

l NO: Does not allow you to remove previous data for the lookup table.

b. Complete the following information in the Connection Properties section:
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1. URL: Enter the URL to access the Splunk application.

2. Username: Enter the Spunk username.

3. Password: Enter the Splunk password.

4. Host: Enter the ipaddress or the host name of the application.

5. Port: Enter the port number for the Splunk application.

6. App: Enter the application name to import the lookup table.

7. Available Splunk Search: Select the search query to import lookup table.

c. Continue to step 5 below.
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6.
AWS S3 using SQS

a. Complete the following information in the Connection Details section:

1. Restrict Access to this lookup table to your user group: Enable to restrict
access to this lookup table to your group. Disable to allow all users to access
this lookup table.
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2. Parsing Technique: Select a parsing technique to parse the data.

3. (Optional) Delete Old Lookup Data: Select one of the following settings:

l YES: Allows you to remove previous data from the lookup table.

l NO: Does not allow you to remove previous data for the lookup table.

4. Delimiter: Specify the delimiter used in the file. For example, comma and
pipe.

5. Exclude Header: Enable to ignore the header row.

6. Number of Lines to ignore: Specify the number of header lines that will be
ignored during parsing.

b. Complete the following information in the Connection Properties section:
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1. Select Access Type: Enter the access type for AWS S3.

2. SQS Queue URL: Enter the URL to access the SQS Queue.

3. SQS Access Key: Enter the access key for SQS.

4. SQS Secret Key: Enter the secret key associated with the access key fir SQS.

5. S3 Region: Enter the region where SQS is located.

6. S3 Access Key: Enter the access key for S3.

7. S3 Secret Key: Enter the secret key associated with the access key for S3.

8. S3 Region: Enter the region where S3 is located.

c. Continue to step 5 below.

7. Click Save And Next.

Step 2: Configure Attribute Mapping

When you have configured the connection, you will specify column positions in the
input source that map to the Lookup Fields.

1. Complete the following information in the table:
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a. Position: Enter the column position.

b. Mapped With: Enter the mapped with.

c. Map as key: Set to YES to specify the primary key.

Note: Before you can continue to Step 3: Run the Job, you must map a

primary key for the table.

d. Encryption: Select one of the following settings:

l YES

l NO

To add or remove entries, click the + or - sign in the last column.

2. (Optional) Set Do you want to use operators to populate Geolocation
information to YES to populate the latitude and longitude in the lookup table.

There will be a list of fields that display in a text box, as seen in the image below:
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When you click a field, a Select Field pop-up will display. From here, select a
lookup attribute in the drop-down or enter a constant, then click Add.

Once you have completed the Select Field pop-up for each field in the text box,

you can continue to step 3.

3. Click Save & Next.

Step 3: Run the Job

You have the flexibility to choose when to run import jobs. You can choose to run the
job once or on a recurring schedule. If the job runs successfully, the status shows as
completed, and you can review the Lookup Table data that was imported.

To run the job, follow the steps below:
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1. Complete the following information in the Job Details section:

a. Job Name: By default, the text box will auto-populate with a name. If you want

to change the name, delete the default and enter your own unique job name.

b. (Optional) Job Description: Enter a job description.

c. (Optional) Enable Job Related Notifications: Select one of the following

options:

YES

Towards the bottom of the screen, you can specify notification emails to be sent
to you for when a job has successfully run, failed, or for when error messages
have been received:

l On Success

l On Failure

l On Completed with Errors
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For this example, the On Success section is used. Click the drop-down and
select one of the following options:

l Create New Email Template

l Job Status

Do the following, depending on which option you selected in the drop-down:

Create New Email Template

Complete the following information that displays in the pop Create New Email
Template pop-up:
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a. Sender Name: Enter the name of the sender.

b. Template Name: Enter a unique name for the template.

c. (Optional) Description: Enter a description of the template.

d. To: Enter the email address of the recipient.

e. From: This field will auto-populate with the sender address.

f. (Optional) CC: Enter email addresses of the carbon copy recipients sep-
arated by commas.

g. (Optional) BCC: Enter email address of the blind carbon copy recipients sep-
arated by commas.

h. (Optional) Subject: Enter a subject for the email template.

i. (Optional) HTML Enabled: Set to YES to enable HTML.

j. (Optional) Store in Outbox prior to sending?: Set to YES to store outgoing

messages in the outbox prior to sending.

Note: View the Outbox from the collapsed menu on the top navigation

menu.

k. Use this template for: Select a module for the template.

l. (Optional) Email body: You can do one or both of the following:

Add Email Template Variables

Click Add Email Template Variables.
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Check the box next to the variables you want to add.

Scroll to the bottom and click Add.

Enter and Format Text

Type what you want in the blank space and use the tools in the toolbar to
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format the email body.

Continue to step 2 below.

Job Status - [Successful/Failed/Completed with errors]

Skip to step 2.

NO

1. Skip to step 2.

2. Complete the following information in the Job Scheduling Information section:
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a. Do you want to run job Once?: Runs the job one time.

b. Do you want to run this job every seconds?: Specify how often you want the
import job to run (in seconds).

c. Do you want to schedule this job for future?: Specify a time for the import job
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to run.

3. Click Save to save your changes.

4. Click Run to run the job.

You will be redirected to the Jobs by Connection screen. From here, you can ensure
data was loaded successfully.
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Third-Party Intelligence
The SNYPR application can use intelligence about IP addresses and hostnames that
have been classified by open source trackers. Out-of-the-box, the application comes
with connectors to highly trusted third-party intelligence (TPI) sources to import IP
addresses and the domain names that are malicious and black-listed. The main focus of
this is to detect these hosts well in advance and avoid potential infections.

The SNYPR application uses intelligence from third-party sources to add value to the
events seen from sources like DLP, web gateways or proxies, and firewall. The SNYPR
application normalizes these different data feeds from the third-party sources using its
built-in parsers and uses the normalized data in its Intelligence Engine.

How it Works

The SNYPR application brings in its intelligence by importing the list of malicious IP
addresses and domains from these sources and looks for the presence of these
addresses or domains in the activity events, adding additional value and enriching
event data.

The connection details for the TPI data sources are provided out-of-the-box with the
SNYPR application. Some of the datasources for the blacklisted IPs/domains are listed
below:

l CIArmyIP lists

l ZeusIP and Domain lists

l SagaDC lists

l Palevo IP and Domains list

l Spyeye and Domains list

Steps to Import Third-Party Intelligence

The process of importing third-party intelligence consists of 3 steps:
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1. Create a Connection: Create a connection to import from file or database.

2. Configure Attribute Mapping: Map attributes with corresponding SNYPR attrib-
utes.

3. Run the job: Schedule and run the job.

Click a step to learn more details.
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Import Third-Party Intelligence
To import Third-Party Intelligence, complete the following steps.

Step 1: Create a Connection

Use pre-configured connections or create your own connection to import TPI from the
web, files, or an API.

1. Navigate to Menu > Add Data > Third Party Intelligence.

2. Click + to add a new connection.

3. Provide a unique name to identity the connection.
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4. Click the drop-down and select one of the following options:

l File

l Web

l ThreatStream

l ThreatConnect

l Haila Taxii

l Recorded Future

l IDefense

l AlienVault

5. Do the following, depending on the Collection Method you selected in step 4:
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File

a. Complete the following information in the Connection Properties section:
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1. Upload File?: Select one of the following options:

l YES: Browse to upload a file on your local machine.

l NO: Specify the complete path to the folder in which the file to be impor-
ted is located.

2. (Optional) Select File to import: This field only displays if Upload a file? is
set to YES. Click Browse to select a file from your local machine.

3. File name: Enter the file name to be imported.

Note: The file must be located in "$(SECURONIX_HOME)/import/in".

4. TPI Type: Select a type of third party intelligence from the drop-down.

5. Parser type: Select from the drop-down.

6. Column Delimited: Specify a delimiter.

7. (Optional) Contains Column Identifier?: Select one of the following options:

l YES

l NO

8. (Optional) Column Identifier: Specify the symbol used to enclose each
column in the input file.

9. Regex: Specify a Regular Expression, such as ^(\S+)$.

(Optional) Contains Column Identifier?:

a. Continue to step 6 below.

Web

a. Complete the following information in the Connection Properties section:
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1. URL: Enter the URL from which the data will be downloaded.

Example:

https://zeustracker.abuse.ch/blocklist.php?download=domainblocklist.

2. File Name: Enter the name of the file to be downloaded.

3. TPI Type: Select a type of third party intelligence from the drop-down.

4. Parser Type: Select from the drop-down.

5. Column Delimiter: Specify the delimiter between the fields in the input file.

6. (Optional) Contains Column Identifier?: Select one of the following options:

l YES

l NO

7. (Optional) Column Identifier: Specify the symbol used to enclose each
column in the input file.

b. Continue to the step below.

ThreatStream

ThreatStream combines threat data from feeds and other sources. SNYPR accesses
ThreatStream threat intelligence feed through Anomali API in JSON format.

Before You Begin

l Ensure you have the following before importing TPI using the ThreatStream
API:

l API Username: The unique username in email format for the Anomali API
account.

l API Key: The 20-digit alphanumeric key for the Anomali API account.

l API Base URL: The base URL for your account.

l API Resource: The type of resource: intelligence, snapshot, or tipreport.
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l API Resource Version: The version of the API resource: v1 or v2.

l (Optional) API Query Conditions: The optional query condition. Example: itype-
e=bot_ip.

Instructions

a. Complete the following information in the Connection Properties section:

1. API Username: The unique user name in email format for the Anomali API
account.

2. API Key: The 20-digit alphanumeric key for the Anomali API account.
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3. API Base URL: The base URL for your account.

4. API Resource: The type of resource: intelligence, snapshot, or tpireport.

5. API Resource Version: The version of the API resource: v1 or v2.

6. (Optional) API Query Conditions: The optional query condition. Example:
itype=bot_ip.

7. TPI Type: Click the drop-down and select the TPI type.

b. Continue to step 6 below.
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6.
ThreatConnect

Before You Begin

Ensure you have the following before importing TPI using the ThreatConnect API:

l API Access ID: The unique access ID required to connect to ThreatConnect.

l API Secret Key: The secret key associated with the API access ID.

l API URL: The API URL for connection.

l API Owner: The email address of the user whose access details are used to con-
nect with ThreatConnect.

Instructions
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a. Complete the following information in the Connection Properties section:
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1. API Access ID: Enter the unique access ID required to connect to
ThreatConnect.

2. API Secret Key: Enter the secret key associated with the API access ID.

3. API URL: Enter the API URL for connection.

4. API Owner

5. Type of Data: Select the type of information you want to retrieve from
ThreatConnect.

6. Delete OldTPI Data: Enable to remove previous data from TPI or disable to
remove previous data for the lookup table.

b. Continue to step 6 below.
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7.
Haila Taxii

Before You Begin

Ensure you have the following before importing TPI using the Haila Taxii:

l Hostname: The hostname of the Haila Taxii server.

l Haila Taxii Username: The unique username required to connect to the API.

l Password: The password key associated with the hostname.

Instructions
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a. Complete the following information in the Connection Properties section:
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1. Hostname: Enter the hostname of the Taxii server.

2. Haila Taxii Username: Enter the unique username required to connect to
the API.

3. Password: Enter the password key associated with the API username.

4. Start Time: Enter the start time for the feeds.

5. Import Duration (Interval): Enter the time duration (in seconds) for the
import process. The import process starts based on the start time and runs
for the duration specified in Import Duration.

6. Data feeds: Enter the data field name.

7. STIX Version: Select the STIX version such as V1.

8. TPI Type: Select the type of TPI you want to import. The available TPI types
are:

l Malicious IP Address

l Malicious Domain

l Malicious URL

ll Malicious Port.

9. Delete OldTPI Data: Enable to remove previous data from TPI or disable to
remove previous data for the lookup table.

b. Continue to step below.
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8.
Recorded Future

Before You Begin

Ensure you have the following before importing TPI using the Recorded Future
API:

l Hostname: The hostname of the server.

l Recorded Future API Token: The token required to connect to the Recorded
Future API.

Instructions
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a. Complete the following information in the Connection Properties section:

1. Hostname: Enter the hostname of the API.

2. Recorded Future API Token: Enter the token required to connect to the
Recorded Future API

3. Data feeds: Enter the data field name.

4. TPI Type: Select the type of TPI you want to import. The available TPI types
are:
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l Malicious IP Address

l Malicious Domain

l Malicious URL

ll Malicious Port.

l Malicious Hash.

l Vulnerability

5. Delete OldTPI Data: Enable to remove previous data from TPI or disable to
remove previous data for the lookup table.

b. Continue to step below.
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9.
IDefense

Before You Begin

Ensure you have the following before importing TPI using the IDefense:

Outh Token: The authorization token required to connect to IDefense.

Instructions

a. Complete the following information in the Connection Properties section:

1. Outh Token: Enter the token required to connect to IDefense.

2. Data feeds: Enter the data field name.
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3. TPI Type: Select the type of TPI you want to import. The available TPI types
are:

l Malicious IP Address

l Malicious Domain

l Malicious URL

ll Malware

l File MD5

4. Delete OldTPI Data: Enable to remove previous data from TPI or disable to
remove previous data for the lookup table.

b. Continue to step below.

AlienVault

Before You Begin

Ensure you have the following before importing TPI using the AlienVault API:

l API Key: The 20-digit alphanumeric key for the API account.

Instructions
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a. Complete the following information in the Connection Properties section:

1. API Key: Enter the 20-digit alphanumeric key for the API account.

2. TPI Type: Click the drop-down and select the TPI type.

3. Delete OldTPI Data: Enable to remove previous data from TPI or disable to
remove previous data for the lookup table.

b. Continue to step 10 below.

10. Complete the following information in the Additional Settings section:
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a. Exclude Header: Select one of the following options:

l YES: Specify the number of lines to ignore from the header.

l NO: Continue to the step below.

b. Exclude Footer: Select a criticality from the drop-down.

c. Criticality: Click the drop-down and select a criticality confidence for the threat

data to be imported:

l None: 0.0

l Low: 0.3

l Medium: 0.6

l High: 1.0

d. (Optional) Modification Type: Do the following, depending on the setting you
select:
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YES

1. Complete the following information:

a. Modification Type: Click the drop-down and select one of the following

options:

l Normalize: Provide the criticality as a numeric value. The following
configuration will normalize the criticality rating to None for 0, Low
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for 1-3, Medium for 4-6, and High for 7-10.

l String: The application will set the appropriate criticality for each of
the criticality string conditions provided.
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2. Continue to the step below.

NO

1. Skip to the step below.

11. (Optional) Complete the following information in the More Settings section:
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a. Source Folder: By default, SNYPR expects the file to be in the "${SECURONIX_
HOME}/import/in" folder. If the input data file is located in another location,
provide the location of the folder by editing the Source Folder text box.

b. Success Folder: After the import is completed, SNYPR compresses the impor-
ted data file and moves it to the Success folder (${SECURONIX_HOME}/im-
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port/success). Change the location of the folder by editing the Success Folder
text box.

c. Failed Folder: If the file fails to import, SNYPR compresses the file and moves it
to the Failed folder "(${SECURONIX_HOME}/import/failed)". Change the loc-
ation of the folder by editing the Failed Folder text box.

12. Click in the top right corner to ensure the data has uploaded successfully.

13. Click Save And Next.

Step 2: Configure Attribute Mapping

Now that you have configured the connection, you will specify column positions from
the import data that map to Securonix Fields.

Note: For a complete list of attributes in SNYPR, see Attributes by Field Group.

To map attributes, complete the following information in the table:

a. Field Name: Click the drop-down and select a field name.

b. Position: Enter the column position.

To add or remove entries, click the + or - sign in the Actions column.

Step 3: Run the Job

You have the flexibility to choose when to run import jobs. You can choose to run the
job once or on a recurring schedule. If the job runs successfully, the status shows as
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completed, and you can review the Third-Party Intelligence (TPI) data that was
imported.

To run the job, follow the steps below:

1. Complete the following information in the Job Details section:

a. Job Name: By default, the text box will auto-populate with a name. If you want
to change the name, delete the default and enter your own unique job name.

b. (Optional) Job Description: Enter a job description.

c. (Optional) Enable Job Related Notifications: Select one of the following

options:

YES

Towards the bottom of the screen, you can specify notification emails to be sent
to you for when a job has successfully run, failed, or for when error messages
have been received:
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l On Success

l On Failure

l On Completed with Errors

For this example, the On Success section is used. Click the drop-down and
select one of the following options:

l Create New Email Template

l Job Status

Do the following, depending on which option you selected in the drop-down:

Create New Email Template

Complete the following information that displays in the pop Create New Email
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Template pop-up:
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a. Sender Name: Enter the name of the sender.

b. Template Name: Enter a unique name for the template.

c. (Optional) Description: Enter a description of the template.

d. To: Enter the email address of the recipient.

e. From: This field will auto-populate with the sender address.

f. (Optional) CC: Enter email addresses of the carbon copy recipients sep-
arated by commas.

g. (Optional) BCC: Enter email address of the blind carbon copy recipients sep-
arated by commas.

h. (Optional) Subject: Enter a subject for the email template.

i. (Optional) HTML Enabled: Set to YES to enable HTML.

j. (Optional) Store in Outbox prior to sending?: Set to YES to store outgoing

messages in the outbox prior to sending.

Note: View the Outbox from the collapsed menu on the top navigation

menu.

k. Use this template for: Select a module for the template.

l. (Optional) Email body: You can do one or both of the following:

Add Email Template Variables

Click Add Email Template Variables.
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Check the box next to the variables you want to add.

Scroll to the bottom and click Add.

Enter and Format Text

Type what you want in the blank space and use the tools in the toolbar to
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format the email body.

Continue to step 2 below.

Job Status - [Successful/Failed/Completed with errors]

Skip to step 2.

NO

1. Skip to step 2.

2. Complete the following information in the Job Scheduling Information section:
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a. Do you want to run job Once?: Runs the job one time.

b. Do you want to run this job every seconds?: Specify how often you want the
import job to run (in seconds).

c. Do you want to schedule this job for future?: Specify a time for the import job
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to run.

3. Click Save to save your changes.

4. Click Run to run the job.

You will be redirected to the Jobs by Connection screen. From here, you can ensure
data was loaded successfully.
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Watch Lists
A Watch List is used to monitor entities (users, activity accounts, network addresses,
and resources) that are considered problematic or require special attention.

For example, users who have received a poor performance review can be placed on a
Watch List so that their activity can be closely monitored. Alerts are sent out if the
user takes actions such as, accessing information that they have never accessed before
or uploading files to a personal file storage site. Watch Lists are also used to monitor
network addresses from which users clicked a phishing email to be notified if
anomalous activity occurs on the IPs that suggests a malware infection.

Steps to Import Watch Lists

The process of importing Watch Lists involves 3 steps:

1. Create a Connection: Create a connection to import from file or database.

2. Configure Attribute Mapping: Map attributes with corresponding SNYPR attrib-

utes.

3. Run the job: Schedule and run the job.

Click a step to learn more details.
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Search Watch Lists in Spotter
Spotter provides high-performance, text-based search and visualization capability. For
more details about searching Spotter, see the Spotter section in the User Guide.

1. To get started with your search, navigate to Menu > Security Center > Spotter.

2. Type index=watchlist in the search bar, then click the search icon.
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Manage Watch Lists
To view and manage watch lists, navigate to Menu > Views > Watch List. Click the
name of the watch list you want to view or manage.
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Import Watch Lists
You can import a list of entities as a watchlist from files or databases. To import a
watchlist, complete the following steps.

Step 1: Create a Connection

To create a connection, do the following:

1. Navigate to Menu > Add Data > Watch List.

2. Click New Connection.

3. Complete the following information in the Connection Information section:
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a. Connection Type: Click the drop-down and select File Import or Spotter.

b. Connection Name: By default, the field will auto-populate a name for the

connection.

4. Do the following, depending on the Connection Type you selected in step 3a:

File Import

1. Complete the following information in the Connection Details section:

a. Watch List Name: Provide a unique name for the Watch List.

b. Watch List Type: Click the drop-down and select an entity:

l User

l Resources

l RGActivityAccount

l Activity Account

l Network Account

c. Watch List Criticality: Click the drop-down and select a criticality:

l High

l Medium
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l Low

d. (Optional) Upload a file?: Set to Yes to select a file from your local machine.

1. Click Browse to select a file from your local machine.

Note: This file must be located in

"/Securonix/tenants/saaspocapp2t1prodmngt/Console/securonix_

home\import\in".

e. File Name: Enter a name for the file.

f. Delimiter: Specify the delimiter that will be between the fields, such as
comma "," or semicolon ";".

g. Select Datasource: Click the drop-down and select a datasource.

h. (Optional) Exclude Header: Specify if the column headers should ignored
from the input.

i. Number of lines to Ignore: Specify the number of lines to ignore.

2. Complete the following information in the Connection Properties section:
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a. Source Folder: By default, SNYPR expects the file to be in the
"${SECURONIX_HOME}/import/in" folder. If the input data file is located in
another location, provide the location of the folder by editing the Source
Folder text box.

b. Success Folder: After the import is completed, SNYPR compresses the
imported data file and moves it to the Success folder (${SECURONIX_
HOME}/import/success). Change the location of the folder by editing the
Success Folder text box.

c. Failed Folder: If the file fails to import, SNYPR compresses the file and
moves it to the Failed folder "(${SECURONIX_HOME}/import/failed)".
Change the location of the folder by editing the Failed Folder text box.

d. Source Folder: By default, SNYPR expects the file to be in the
"${SECURONIX_HOME}/import/in" folder. If the input data file is located in
another location, provide the location of the folder by editing the Source
Folder text box.

e. Success Folder: After the import is completed, SNYPR compresses the
imported data file and moves it to the Success folder (${SECURONIX_
HOME}/import/success). Change the location of the folder by editing the

Success Folder text box.

f. Failed Folder: If the file fails to import, SNYPR compresses the file and
moves it to the Failed folder "(${SECURONIX_HOME}/import/failed)".
Change the location of the folder by editing the Failed Folder text box.

Spotter

1. Complete the following information in the Connection Details section:

a. Watch List Name: Provide a unique name for the watch list.

b. Watch List Type: Click the drop-down and select an entity:

l User

l Resources

l RGActivityAccount
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l Activity Account

l Network Account

c. Watch List Criticality: Click the drop-down and select a criticality:

l High

l Medium

l Low

d. Restrict Access to this watchlist to your user groups?: Set any of the fol-
lowing:

i. No to allow all users to access this watchlist.

ii. YES to allow only your user group to access this watchlist.

When you select YES, your user group is displayed. Select the user group
to provide access to this watchlist.

e. Number of lines to Ignore: Specify the number of lines to ignore.

f. Delete old watchlist data: Set to YES to delete old watchlist import data
otherwise set to NO.

2. Complete the following information in the Connection Properties section:
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a. Spotter Query: Specify the query to retrieve data.

b. Last X Days: Specify the number of days for which you want to retrieve data
from SNYPR.

c. Reason for Watchlisting: Enter the reason for this watchlist.
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d. Expiry Date: Enter the date after which the watchlist will expire and the
entities will be removed from his watchlist.

5. Click Save And Next.

Step 2: Configure Attribute Mapping

Now that you have configured the connection, you will specify column positions in the
input source that map to the Watch List fields.

1. Complete the following information in the table:

a. Position: Enter the column position.

b. Mapped With: Click the drop-down and select the item you want to map with.

To add or remove entries, click the + or - sign in the last column.

2. Click Save And Next.

Step 3: Run the Job

You have the flexibility to choose when to run import jobs. You can choose to run the
job once or on a recurring schedule. To run the job, follow the steps below:
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1. Complete the following information in the Job Details section:

a. Job Name: By default, the text box will auto-populate with a name. If you want
to change the name, delete the default and enter your own unique job name.

b. (Optional) Job Description: Enter a job description.

c. (Optional) Enable Job Related Notifications: Select one of the following

options:

YES

Towards the bottom of the screen, you can specify notification emails to be sent
to you for when a job has successfully run, failed, or for when error messages
have been received:

l On Success

l On Failure

l On Completed with Errors
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For this example, the On Success section is used. Click the drop-down and
select one of the following options:

l Create New Email Template

l Job Status

Do the following, depending on which option you selected in the drop-down:

Create New Email Template

Complete the following information that displays in the pop Create New Email
Template pop-up:
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a. Sender Name: Enter the name of the sender.

b. Template Name: Enter a unique name for the template.

c. (Optional) Description: Enter a description of the template.

d. To: Enter the email address of the recipient.

e. From: This field will auto-populate with the sender address.

f. (Optional) CC: Enter email addresses of the carbon copy recipients sep-
arated by commas.

g. (Optional) BCC: Enter email address of the blind carbon copy recipients sep-
arated by commas.

h. (Optional) Subject: Enter a subject for the email template.

i. (Optional) HTML Enabled: Set to YES to enable HTML.

j. (Optional) Store in Outbox prior to sending?: Set to YES to store outgoing

messages in the outbox prior to sending.

Note: View the Outbox from the collapsed menu on the top navigation

menu.

k. Use this template for: Select a module for the template.

l. (Optional) Email body: You can do one or both of the following:

Add Email Template Variables

Click Add Email Template Variables.
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Check the box next to the variables you want to add.

Scroll to the bottom and click Add.

Enter and Format Text

Type what you want in the blank space and use the tools in the toolbar to
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format the email body.

Continue to step 2 below.

Job Status - [Successful/Failed/Completed with errors]

Skip to step 2.

NO

1. Skip to step 2.

2. Complete the following information in the Job Scheduling Information section:
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a. Do you want to run job Once?: Runs the job one time.

b. Do you want to run this job every seconds?: Specify how often you want the
import job to run (in seconds).

c. Do you want to schedule this job for future?: Specify a time for the import job
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to run.

3. Click Save to save your changes.

4. Click Run to run the job.

You will be redirected to the Jobs by Connection screen. From here, you can ensure
data was loaded successfully.
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To find specific jobs, navigate to Menu > Operations Center > Job Monitor and select
Entity Metadata Import from the left navigation panel.
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Appendix A: Functions
Functions are used to perform operations on attribute values. This section contains
the available functions to populate attribute fields.

About Functions
1. Tables used to store configurations

l resourceattributes

2. Config Stored in DB: Config for operators is in the resourceattributes table. The

columns used in the table and their purpose is as follows:

l operationclass: Contains the class of the operator for the Predefine Operation.

For example, REPLACE, TO_UPPER, and GELOLOCATION.

l operationdata: Stores data specific for the operation used. For a mathematical

expression, it contains the function as is. For example (attr1+attr2)^3, tan

(attr1/attr2). For predefine d operations, it stores pipe separated list of

arguments. For example, attr1|”abc”. This would be stored for a concatenate

function where we can link abc to attr1).

l Operationtype: Stores the operation type. This can either be

MATHEMATICAL_EXPRESSION or PREDEFINE_OPERATIONS.

3. Main Class Files

l Attributeoperationconstants: File which contains constants for activity

operations

l com.securonix.application.matcher.reader.operations.Operators: File which

should be extended by every predefine operation.

l com.securonix.application.matcher.reader.operations: This package contains

files for all predefine operations.
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l Activityattributeoperationutil: Util class is used by activity import for applying

operators.

4. Case When Hadoop is Enabled

l com.securonix.eventparser

l EventParser: initialization for operators functionality for resourcegroupID

l FilterConfiguration config = map.get(resourceGroupId): Get resource group
configuration from the memory.

l config.operatorsInitialized: If operator initialized then apply that operator on
the attribute.

l config.activityAttributeOperationUtil.execute: Set the value of attribute by
executing the execute method for that operator.

5. Workflow

l UI populates the data in columns specific to operators in the resourceattribute
table.

l Activityattributeoperationutil.initialize method is called in starting of activity

import. It loads the details regarding which operators need to be applied.

l Activityattributeoperationutil.execute method is called from generate chain.
This method accepts a map of attributename to existing value from file, and
returns the same map with new values after applying operators.

6. Implementing a New Predefined Operator: Create a file which extends Operator

class and implement the method process.

The following are the details of process method args:

l OldData: Map containing attributeName to values for this event.

l ParamValues: Every predefine operator takes as input one or more arguments.
An argument can either be other attributename or some constant. Eg Con-
catenate(attr1,”abc”), here attr1 is attributename and “abc” is constant.

l Paramvalues contains a list of string in order of arguments specified in oper-
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ator,wherein, value of attribute is replaced with its value for that specific event.

l AttributeToSet: attributeName on which this operator needs to be applied.

Every operator should set the updated value in map for attributeToSet.

Logical Functions

Fun
ctio
n

Oper
ator
Funct
ionali
ty

Parameters Description Example

IF_
GRE
ATE
R_
OR_
EQU
AL

This
imple
ments
the
condit
ion if
(A>=
B)
then C
else D
.

4 pipe
separated
attributes/con
stants which
are in order
of A,B,C,D
from the
above
description.

This implements the
condition if(A>=B)
then C else D . 4
pipe separated
attributes/constants
which are in order
of A,B,C,D from the
above description.

Attribute - Transaction
(Criticality) Original value
Transaction = 120 Apply
operator : - IF_GREATER_
OR_EQUAL
(Transaction|""120""|""ME
DIUM""|""LOW"") Result :
- Transaction = OK
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Fun
ctio
n

Oper
ator
Funct
ionali
ty

Parameters Description Example

IF_
THE
N_
ELS
E

This
imple
ments
the
condit
ion if
(A.equ
als(B))
then C
else
D.(A
and B
are
match
ed as
string).

4 pipe
separated
attributes/con
stants which
are in order
of A,B,C,D
from the
above
description.

This implements the
condition if(A.equals
(B)) then C else D.(A
and B are matched
as string). 4 pipe
separated
attributes/constants
which are in order
of A,B,C,D from the
above description.
E.g. : IF_THEN_
ELSE
(attr1|'100'|'OK'|'N
OT OK')

Attribute - Transaction
Original value Transaction
= COMPLETED Apply
operator : - IF_THEN_ELSE
(Transaction|""COMPLETE
D""|""OK""|""Not OK"")
Result : - Transaction = OK
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Fun
ctio
n

Oper
ator
Funct
ionali
ty

Parameters Description Example

SIM
PLE_
MAP

This
functi
on
replac
es the
value
found
on the
basis
of
preco
nfigur
ed
values
found
from
map.

List of pipe
separated
parameters,
first
parameter is
attribute
name whose
value needs to
be checked an
updated.
Others "="
separated key
value pairs.

This function
replaces the value
found on the basis
of preconfigured
values found from
map. List of pipe
separated
parameters, first
parameter is
attribute name
whose value needs
to be checked an
updated. Others '='
separated key value
pairs. E.g. : SIMPLE_
MAP
(attr1|'foo=100'|'ba
r=200')

Attribute - Transaction
Original value Transaction
=
COMPLETED,TRIGGERED
Apply operator : - SIMPLE_
MAP
(Transaction|""COMPLETE
D=Completed
running""|""TRIGGERED=I
n process"") Result : -
Transaction = OK
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Fun
ctio
n

Oper
ator
Funct
ionali
ty

Parameters Description Example

SEV
ERIT
Y_
NU
MER
IC_
RAN
GE

Severi
ty is
set
accord
ing to
the
numer
ic
range.

Two
parameters
first being the
attribute
name, second
is a coma
separated 4
specifying the
range of
severity.
(order is
LOW,MEDIU
M,HIGH,VERY
HIGH,CRITIC
AL)

Severity is set
according to the
numeric range. Two
parameters first
being the attribute
name, second is a
coma separated 4
specifying the range
of severity.(order is
LOW,MEDIUM,HIG
H,VERY
HIGH,CRITICAL)
E.g. : SEVERITY_
NUMERIC_RANGE
(attr1|'100,200,300
,400')

Attribute - Transaction
Original value Transaction
= 110 Apply operator : -
SEVERITY_NUMERIC_
RANGE
(Transaction|""100,200,30
0,400"") Result : -
Transaction = MEDIUM
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Fun
ctio
n

Oper
ator
Funct
ionali
ty

Parameters Description Example

SEV
ERIT
Y_
STRI
NG_
MAT
CHE
R

Severi
ty is
set
accord
ing to
the
string
encou
ntere
d.

List of pipe
separated
parameters,
first
parameter is
attribute
name whose
value needs to
be checked an
updated.
Others "="
separated key
value pairs
(value can be
multivalue
separated by
coma)

Severity is set
according to the
string encountered.
List of pipe
separated
parameters, first
parameter is
attribute name
whose value needs
to be checked an
updated. Others '='
separated key value
pairs(value can be
multivalue
separated by coma)
E.g. : SEVERITY_
STRING_MATCHER
(attr1|'HIGH=foo1,f
oo2'|'LOW=foo3')

" Attribute - Transaction
Original value
Transaction1 = 50
[ANOTHER VALUE = 120]
Apply operator : -
SEVERITY_STRING_
MATCHER
(Transaction|""HIGH=foo1,
foo2""|""LOW=foo3"")
Result : - Transaction1 =
LOW [ANOTHER VALUE =
HIGH] "
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Math Functions

Functio
n

Operation
Functionality

Paramet
ers Description Example

SUM

Addition of all
the given
attributes/const
ants.

Pipe
separated
list of
attributes
and/or
constants.

Addition of all
the given
attributes/const
ants. Pipe
separated list of
attributes
and/or
constants. E.g. :
SUM
(attr1|'100')

Attribute -
Customstring1
Original value
Customstring1 =
1234 Apply operator
: - SUM
(customstring1|""100
00"") Result : -
Customstring1 =
11234

PRODU
CT

Product of all
the given
attributes/const
ants.

Pipe
separated
list of
attributes
and/or
constants.

Product of all
the given
attributes/const
ants. Pipe
separated list of
attributes
and/or
constants. E.g. :
PRODUCT
(attr1|'100')

Attribute -
Customstring1
Original value
Customstring1 =
1234 Apply operator
: - PRODUCT
(customstring1|""100
00"") Result : -
Customstring1 =
12340000

SUBTRA
CT

Subtraction of
all the given
attributes/const
ants.

Pipe
separated
two
attributes
and/or
constants.

Returns result
for param1 -
param2. Pipe
separated two
attributes
and/or
constants. E.g. :
SUBTRACT
(attr1|'100')

Attribute -
Customstring1
Original value
Customstring1 =
1234 Apply operator
: - SUBTRACT
(customstring1|""100
0"") Result : -
Customstring1 = 234
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Functio
n

Operation
Functionality

Paramet
ers Description Example

DIVIDE

Division of all
the given
attributes/const
ants.

Pipe
separated
two
attributes
and/or
constants.

Returns result
for
param1/param2
. Pipe separated
two attributes
and/or
constants. E.g. :
DIVIDE
(attr1|'10')

Attribute -
Customstring1
Original value
Customstring1 =
1234 Apply operator
: - DIVIDE
(customstring1|""1
0"") Result : -
Customstring1 =
12.34

GB_TO_
KB

Operations are
used for bytes
conversion.

Only one
parameter
which is
the
attribute
name of
the
parameter
to
convert.

Operations are
used for bytes
conversion.
Only one
parameter
which is the
attribute name
of the
parameter to
convert. E.g. :
GB_TO_KB
(attr1)

Attribute -
Transaction Original
value Transaction in
GB = 1 Apply
operator : - GB_TO_
KB(Transaction)
Result : - Transaction
in KB = 1000000

GB_TO_
MB

Operations are
used for bytes
conversion.

Only one
parameter
which is
the
attribute
name of
the
parameter
to
convert.

Operations are
used for bytes
conversion.
Only one
parameter
which is the
attribute name
of the
parameter to
convert. E.g. :
GB_TO_MB
(attr1)

Attribute -
Transaction Original
value Transaction in
GB = 1 Apply
operator : - GB_TO_
MB(Transaction)
Result : - Transaction
in MB = 1000
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Functio
n

Operation
Functionality

Paramet
ers Description Example

KB_TO_
GB

Operations are
used for bytes
conversion.

Only one
parameter
which is
the
attribute
name of
the
parameter
to
convert.

Operations are
used for bytes
conversion.
Only one
parameter
which is the
attribute name
of the
parameter to
convert. E.g. :
KB_TO_GB
(attr1)

Attribute -
Transaction Original
value Transaction in
KB = 1000000 Apply
operator : - KB_TO_
GB(Transaction)
Result : - Transaction
in GB = 1

KB_TO_
MB

Operations are
used for bytes
conversion.

Only one
parameter
which is
the
attribute
name of
the
parameter
to
convert.

Operations are
used for bytes
conversion.
Only one
parameter
which is the
attribute name
of the
parameter to
convert. E.g. :
KB_TO_MB
(attr1)

Attribute -
Transaction Original
value Transaction in
KB = 1000000 Apply
operator : - KB_TO_
MB(Transaction)
Result : - Transaction
in MB = 1000
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Functio
n

Operation
Functionality

Paramet
ers Description Example

MB_TO_
KB

Operations are
used for bytes
conversion.

Only one
parameter
which is
the
attribute
name of
the
parameter
to
convert.

Operations are
used for bytes
conversion.
Only one
parameter
which is the
attribute name
of the
parameter to
convert. E.g. :
MB_TO_KB
(attr1)

Attribute -
Transaction Original
value Transaction in
MB = 1000 Apply
operator : - MB_TO_
KB(Transaction)
Result : - Transaction
in KB = 1000000

MB_TO_
GB

Operations are
used for bytes
conversion.

Only one
parameter
which is
the
attribute
name of
the
parameter
to
convert.

Operations are
used for bytes
conversion.
Only one
parameter
which is the
attribute name
of the
parameter to
convert. E.g. :
MB_TO_GB
(attr1)

Attribute -
Transaction Original
value Transaction in
MB = 1000 Apply
operator : - MB_TO_
GB(Transaction)
Result : - Transaction
in GB = 1
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Other Functions

Functi
on

Oper
ation
Funct
ionalit
y

Para
mete
rs

Description Example

DOUB
LE_TO_
IP

Conve
rts the
double
numbe
r to
IP_
Addre
ss.

Only
one
para
meter
which
is the
attrib
ute
name
of the
para
meter
to
conve
rt.

Converts the double
number to IP_Address.
Only one parameter which
is the attribute name of
the parameter to convert.
E.g. :DOUBLE_TO_IP
(attr1)

Attribute - Transaction
Original value
Transaction = 12345
Apply operator : -
DOUBLE_TO_IP
(Transaction) Result : -
Transaction = 0.0.48.57

NS_
LOOK
UP

Get
Hostn
ame
from
Ipaddr
ess.

Only
one
para
meter
which
is the
attrib
ute
name
of the
para
meter
to
conve
rt.

Get Hostname from
Ipaddress. Only one
parameter which is the
attribute name of the
parameter to convert.

NS_LOOKUP(attr1)
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Functi
on

Oper
ation
Funct
ionalit
y

Para
mete
rs

Description Example

GEO_
LOCAT
ION

Get
locatio
n
name
from
the IP
addres
s.

Only
one
para
meter
which
is the
attrib
ute
name
of the
para
meter
to
conve
rt.

Get location name from
the IP address. Only one
parameter which is the
attribute name of the
parameter to convert.

GEO_LOCATION(attr1)

CORRE
LATE
D_
USER

Gets
the
correl
ated
user
from
the
given
field.

Only
one
para
meter
which
is the
attrib
ute
name
of the
para
meter
to
conve
rt.

Gets the correlated user
from the given field. Only
one parameter which is
the attribute name of the
parameter to convert.

CORRELATED_USER
(attr1)
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Functi
on

Oper
ation
Funct
ionalit
y

Para
mete
rs

Description Example

DOMA
IN_
CATEG
ORIZE
R

Check
s for a
domai
n in a
core
and
return
s given
value
if
found.

It
takes
3
para
ms.
First
coren
ame
(from
secur
onix_
home
/solr
folde
r),
secon
d is
fieldn
ame
value
of
which
shoul
d be
check
ed in
core,
third
being
value
to
retur
n if
domai

Checks for a domain in a
core and returns given
value if found. It takes 3
params. First corename
(from securonix_home/solr
folder), Second is
fieldname value of which
should be checked in core,
Third being value to return
if domain is found in core.
E.g. : DOMAIN_
CATEGORIZER
('tpiCategoryDomainUrl',n
waddr,'Spam Email')

DOMAIN_CATEGORIZER
('tpiCategoryDomainUrl',
nwaddr,"Spam Email")
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Functi
on

Oper
ation
Funct
ionalit
y

Para
mete
rs

Description Example

n is
found
in
core.

TIME_
CATEG
ORIZE
R

Check
s given
attribu
te
against
given
time
range
and
return
s
mappe
d
value
if
found.

First
field
is
attrib
ute
name,
next
fields
are
label
and
time
range
mappi
ngs
separ
ated
by
"=".

Checks given attribute
against given time range
and returns mapped value
if found. First field is
attribute name, next fields
are label and time range
mappings separated by '='.
E.g. : TIME_
CATEGORIZER
(time|'Morning
Shift=09:00:00-
14:00:00'|'Evening
Shift=15:00:00-20:00:00')

TIME_CATEGORIZER
(time|"Morning
Shift=09:00:00-
14:00:00"|"Evening
Shift=15:00:00-
20:00:00")
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Functi
on

Oper
ation
Funct
ionalit
y

Para
mete
rs

Description Example

EPOC
HTIM
E_TO_
DATE

Conve
rts the
epoch
time
to
human
readab
le date
forma
t.

Only
one
para
meter
is
requi
red
which
is the
epoch
time.

Converts the epoch time
to human readable date
format.Only one
parameter is required
which is the epoch time.
For example : If epoch
time is 1439923678000
then it will be converted
into 08/18/2015
13:47:58

If epoch time is
1439923678000 then it
will be converted into
08/18/2015 13:47:58

QUAN
TIFIE
D_
DOMA
IN_
NAME

Extrac
ts the
CN
field
(Com
mon
Name)
from
quanti
fied
domai
n
name.

Only
one
para
meter
which
is the
attrib
ute
name
of the
para
meter
to
conve
rt.

Extracts the CN field
(Common Name) from
quantified domain name.
For example, if quantified
domain name is
CN=Demetria
Bridges,CN=Users,DC=ide
ntric,DC=com extracted
CN will become Demetria
Bridges

if quantified domain name
is CN=Demetria
Bridges,CN=Users,DC=id
entric,DC=com extracted
CN will become Demetria
Bridges
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Functi
on

Oper
ation
Funct
ionalit
y

Para
mete
rs

Description Example

QUERY

Execut
e the
SQL
statem
ent

Only
one
para
meter
which
is the
attrib
ute
name
of the
para
mete
r.

resource.activityAttribute.
operator.func.QUERY

-

SPLIT_
COUN
T_IF

Splits
the
given
attribu
te on
specifi
ed
attribu
te and
counts
the
result
which
match
es the
given
conditi
on.

Takes
4
para
meter
s: the
delim
ited
value,
the
delim
iter,
the
condi
tion,
and
the
const
ant

param1:DELIMITED
VALUE
FIELD,param2:DELIMITER
,param3:CONDITION
("contains","equals","starts_
with","ends_
with"),param4:CONSTANT

SPLIT_COUNT_IF
(filenamecsv,",","contains"
,"critical")
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Functi
on

Oper
ation
Funct
ionalit
y

Para
mete
rs

Description Example

SPLIT_
SUM_
IF

Splits
the
given
attribu
te on
specifi
ed
attribu
te and
calcula
tes the
sum of
respec
tive
fields
which
match
the
given
conditi
on.

Takes
5
para
meter
s: the
delim
ited
value,
the
delim
ited
nume
ric
field,
the
delim
iter,
the
condi
tion,
and
the
const
ant.

param1:DELIMITED
VALUE
FIELD,param2:DELIMITE
D NUMERIC
FIELD,param3:DELIMITER
,param4:CONDITION
("contains","equals","starts_
with","ends_
with"),param5:CONSTANT

SPLIT_SUM_IF
(filenamecsv,filesizecsv,",
","contains","critical")
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String Functions

Function

Operato
r
Function
ality

Para
meter
s

Description Example

TO_
UPPER

Converts
the string
read to
upper
case.

Takes
only
one
parame
ter i.e.
the
attribut
e name
on
which
the
action
is to be
applie
d.

Converts the string
read to upper case.
Only one parameter
which is the
attribute name of
the parameter to
convert. E.g. : TO_
UPPER(attr1)

Attribute - Transaction
Original value Action =
""triggered"" Apply
operator : - TO_UPPER
(Transaction) Result : -
Action =
""TRIGGERED""

TO_
LOWER

Converts
the string
read to
lower
case.

Takes
only
one
parame
ter i.e.
the
attribut
e name
on
which
the
action
is to be
applie
d.

Converts the string
read to lower case.
Only one parameter
which is the
attribute name of
the parameter to
convert. E.g. : TO_
LOWER(attr1)

Attribute - Transaction
Original value Action =
""TRIGGERED"" Apply
operator : - TO_LOWER
(Transaction) Result : -
Action = ""triggered""
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Function

Operato
r
Function
ality

Para
meter
s

Description Example

CONCAT
ENATE

Concaten
ate the
list
attributes
or
constant.

Takes
pipe
separat
ed list
of
attribut
es
and/or
consta
nts.

Concatenate the list
attributes or
constant. Pipe
separated list of
attributes and/or
constants. E.g. :
CONCATENATE
(attr1|"abc"|attr3)

Attribute - Transaction
Original value Action =
""TRIGGERED"" Apply
operator : - TO_LOWER
(Transaction) Result : -
Action = ""triggered""

CONSTA
NT

Replaces
the
destinatio
n
attribute
to a given
constant.

Takes
single
parame
ter.

Replaces the
destination attribute
to a given constant.
E.g. : CONSTANT
('abc')

Attribute - Transaction
Original value Action =
""TRIGGERED""
Constant value =
""COMPLETED"" Apply
operator : - CONSTANT
(Transaction) Result : -
Action =
""COMPLETED""

TRIM
Trims the
given
attribute.

Only
one
parame
ter
which
is the
attribut
e name
of the
parame
ter to
conver
t

Trims the given
attribute. Only one
parameter which is
the attribute name
of the parameter to
convert. E.g. : TRIM
(attr1)

Attribute - Transaction
Original value Action =
"" TRIGGERED "" Apply
operator : - TRIM
(Transaction) Result : -
Action =
""TRIGGERED""
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Function

Operato
r
Function
ality

Para
meter
s

Description Example

REGEX_
TOKEN

Returns
the first
token
match for
the given
string.

Two
parame
ter
first
being
the
attribut
e name
and
second
being
the
regex
token.

Returns the first
token match for the
given string. Two
parameter first
being the attribute
name and second
being the regex
token. E.g. : REGEX_
TOKEN(attr1| “fo+
(o.*)(r)")

REGEX_TOKEN
(field|field)

TOP_
LEVEL_
DOMAIN

Extracts
the top
level
domain of
any url

Only
one
parame
ter
which
contain
s the
hostna
me.

Extracts the top
level domain of any
URL. Only one
parameter which
contains the
hostname. E.g. TOP_
LEVEL_DOMAIN
(attr1)

Attribute - Transaction
Original value Action =
""xyz@securonix.com""
Apply operator : - TOP_
LEVEL_DOMAIN
(Transaction) Result : -
com
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Function

Operato
r
Function
ality

Para
meter
s

Description Example

FILE_
EXTENSI
ON_
EXTRACT
OR

Get file
extensio
n.
(c:/temp/t
est.txt
returns
txt)

Only
one
parame
ter
which
is the
attribut
e name
of the
parame
ter to
conver
t.

Get file extension.
(c:/temp/test.txt
returns txt) Only
one parameter
which is the
attribute name of
the parameter to
convert. E.g. : FILE_
EXTENSION_
EXTRACTOR(attr1)

Attribute - Transaction
Original value Action =
""C:/temp/test.txt ""
Apply operator : - FILE_
EXTENSION_
EXTRACTOR
(Transaction) Result : -
Transaction = ""txt""

FILE_
NAME_
EXTRACT
OR

Get file
name.
(c:/temp/t
est.txt
returns
test).

Only
one
parame
ter
which
is the
attribut
e name
of the
parame
ter to
conver
t.

Get file name.
(c:/temp/test.txt
returns test). Only
one parameter
which is the
attribute name of
the parameter to
convert. E.g. : FILE_
NAME_EXTRACTOR
(attr1)

Attribute - Transaction
Original value Action =
""C:/temp/test.txt""
Apply operator : - FILE_
NAME_EXTRACTOR
(Transaction) Result : -
Transaction = ""test""
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Function

Operato
r
Function
ality

Para
meter
s

Description Example

FILE_
PATH_
EXTRACT
OR

Get file
path.
(c:/temp/t
est.txt
returns
c:/temp)

Only
one
parame
ter
which
is the
attribut
e name
of the
parame
ter to
conver
t.

Get file path.
(c:/temp/test.txt
returns c:/temp)
Only one parameter
which is the
attribute name of
the parameter to
convert. E.g. : FILE_
PATH_EXTRACTOR
(attr1)

Attribute - Transaction
Original value Action =
""C:/temp/test.txt""
Apply operator : - FILE_
PATH_EXTRACTOR
(Transaction) Result : -
Transaction =
""C:/temp""

LENGTH

Replaces
the
destinatio
n
attribute
to the
length of
given
attribute.

Only
one
parame
ter
which
is the
attribut
e name
of the
parame
ter to
conver
t.

Replaces the
destination attribute
to the length of
given attribute.
Only one parameter
which is the
attribute name of
the parameter to
convert. E.g. :
LENGTH(attr1)

Attribute - Transaction
Original value Action =
""triggered"" Apply
operator : - LENGTH
(Transaction) Result : - 9
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Function

Operato
r
Function
ality

Para
meter
s

Description Example

HASH
Gets the
hash of
the value.

Only
one
parame
ter
which
is the
attribut
e name
of the
parame
ter to
conver
t.

Returns a unique
hash value Example:
HASH(email)

Attribute - Transaction
Original value Action =
""www.securonix.com""
Apply operator : - HASH
(Transaction) Result : -
1533434266 (Hash
value returned)
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Function

Operato
r
Function
ality

Para
meter
s

Description Example

REPLACE

Replace a
value find
in
attribute
with
different
string

Replac
e can
have 3
or
more
params.
first
param
being
the
attribut
e,
second
being
the
value
to
replace
with
other
params
are for
values
to
replac
e.

Replace a value find
in attribute with
different string.
Replace can have 3
or more params.
first param being
the attribute, second
being the value to
replace with other
params are for
values to replace.
E.g. : REPLACE
(transaction,'','comm
and=','args=')

Attribute - IPAddress
Original value =
""10.78.2.242"" Replace
with = ""1.1.1.1"" Apply
operator : - REPLACE
(IPAddress|""10.78.2.24
2""|""1.1.1.1"") Result : -
IPAddress = ""1.1.1.1""
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Function

Operato
r
Function
ality

Para
meter
s

Description Example

EXTRAC
T_EMAIL_
DOMAIN

Used to
extract
the email
domain.

Only
one
parame
ter
which
is the
attribut
e name
of the
parame
ter to
conver
t.

Extract domain
name from email.
Example: EXTRACT_
EMAIL_DOMAIN
(email)

Attribute - Transaction
Original value Action =
""xyz@securonix.com""
Apply operator : -
EXTRACT_EMAIL_
DOMAIN(Transaction)
Result : - securonix.com

USER_
ENVIRON
MENT_
DETAILS

Gives the
informati
on about
the
browser,
browser
version
and OS
and if not
found
returns
NA.

-

Extracts user
environment details
using User Agent
Utils. For example,
USER_
ENVIRONMENT_
DETAILS
(userAgentString,'BR
OWSER') Will
extract browser
details of user. You
can extract
BROWSER,BROWS
ER_VERSION and
OPERATING_
SYSTEM are
supported.

USER_ENVIRONMENT_
DETAILS(field|field)
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Formula

Function Operator
Functionality Parameters Description Example

Exp - - Exponent -

Abs - -
Absolute
value

-

ASin - - Inverse sine -

Tan
Returns logarithm
of given number

-
Tangent
function

"Attribute -
Transaction
Original
value Action
= 45 Apply
operator : -
Tan
(Transaction)
* 1000
Result : -
Action =
1000"

Sqrt
Returns logarithm
of given number

- Square root

"Attribute -
Transaction
Original
value Action
= 4 Apply
operator : -
Sqrt
(Transaction)
* 1000
Result : -
Action =
2000"

ATan - -
Inverse
tangent

-

ACos - - Inverse cosine -
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Function Operator
Functionality Parameters Description Example

Log10 - - Log Base 10 -

Log
Returns logarithm
of given number

-

Natural
logarithm for
a specific float
expression

"Attribute -
Transaction
Original
value Action
= 2 Apply
operator : -
Log
(Transaction)
* 1000
Result : -
Action =
301.02"

∏ - - Inserts pi -

Factorial - -

Product of an
integer and all
the integers
below (ex. 4!
= 1 x 2 x 3 x
4 = 24)

-

Cos - -
Cosine
function

-

Sin - - Sine function -

e - - Exponential -

< - - Less than -

> - - Greater than -

& - - And -

| - - pipe -

, - - Comma -
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Function Operator
Functionality Parameters Description Example

! - -
Indicates
factorial

-

( - -
Starting
parenthesis

-

) - -
Ending
parenthesis

-

/ - - Divide -

% - - Percent -

* - - Multiply -

" - -
Enclose
specific text
values

-

- - - Subtract -

^ - -
Raise to the
power of

-

+ - - Add -

= - - Equals -
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Appendix B: Verbose Template
Attributes
You can select custom attributes to populate the violation summary for a policy.

Example: Account ${accountname!"ACCOUNTNAME"} performed

${transactionstring1!"ACTIVITY"} from ipaddress ${customerid!"UNKNOWN"}.

Type Attribute

Event ${eventid!"Unknown"}

Event ${eventtime!"Unknown"}

Event ${jobid!"Unknown"}

Event ${jobstarttime!"Unknown"}

Event ${accountname!"Unknown"}

Event ${invalidEventAction!"Unknown"}

Event ${directImport!"Unknown"}

Event ${year!"Unknown"}

Event ${week!"Unknown"}

Event ${month!"Unknown"}

Event ${dayofyear!"Unknown"}

Event ${dayofweek!"Unknown"}

Event ${dayofmonth!"Unknown"}

Event ${hour!"Unknown"}

Event ${minute!"Unknown"}

Event ${tenantid!"Unknown"}

Event ${tenantname!"Unknown"}

Event ${ingestionnodeid!"Unknown"}
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Type Attribute

Event ${collectionmethod!"Unknown"}

Event ${collectiontimestamp!"Unknown"}

Event ${encrypted!"Unknown"}

Event ${mediatype!"Unknown"}

Event ${customfield1!"Unknown"}

Event ${customfield2!"Unknown"}

Event ${customfield3!"Unknown"}

Event ${tenantTz!"Unknown"}

Event ${rawevent!"Unknown"}

Event ${invalid!"Unknown"}

Event ${errormessage!"Unknown"}

Event ${ignored!"Unknown"}

Event ${u_id!"Unknown"}

Event ${u_employeeid!"Unknown"}

Event ${u_firstname!"Unknown"}

Event ${u_middlename!"Unknown"}

Event ${u_lastname!"Unknown"}

Event ${u_department!"Unknown"}

Event ${u_division!"Unknown"}

Event ${u_location!"Unknown"}

Event ${u_manageremployeeid!"Unknown"}

Event ${u_workemail!"Unknown"}

Event ${u_workphone!"Unknown"}

Event ${u_title!"Unknown"}

Event ${u_employeetype!"Unknown"}
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Type Attribute

Event ${u_status!"Unknown"}

Event ${u_uniquecode!"Unknown"}

Event ${u_riskscore!"Unknown"}

Event ${u_customfield1!"Unknown"}

Event ${u_customfield2!"Unknown"}

Event ${u_customfield3!"Unknown"}

Event ${u_customfield4!"Unknown"}

Event ${u_customfield5!"Unknown"}

Event ${u_customfield6!"Unknown"}

Event ${u_customfield7!"Unknown"}

Event ${u_customfield8!"Unknown"}

Event ${u_customfield9!"Unknown"}

Event ${u_customfield10!"Unknown"}

Event ${u_customfield11!"Unknown"}

Event ${u_customfield12!"Unknown"}

Event ${u_customfield13!"Unknown"}

Event ${u_customfield14!"Unknown"}

Event ${u_customfield15!"Unknown"}

Event ${u_customfield16!"Unknown"}

Event ${u_customfield17!"Unknown"}

Event ${u_customfield18!"Unknown"}

Event ${u_customfield19!"Unknown"}

Event ${u_customfield20!"Unknown"}

Event ${u_customfield21!"Unknown"}

Event ${u_customfield22!"Unknown"}
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Type Attribute

Event ${u_customfield23!"Unknown"}

Event ${u_customfield24!"Unknown"}

Event ${u_customfield25!"Unknown"}

Event ${u_customfield26!"Unknown"}

Event ${u_customfield27!"Unknown"}

Event ${u_customfield28!"Unknown"}

Event ${u_customfield29!"Unknown"}

Event ${u_customfield30!"Unknown"}

Event ${u_promoted!"Unknown"}

Event ${u_createdate!"Unknown"}

Event ${u_usergroup!"Unknown"}

Event ${u_street!"Unknown"}

Event ${u_city!"Unknown"}

Event ${u_province!"Unknown"}

Event ${u_zipcode!"Unknown"}

Event ${u_userstate!"Unknown"}

Event ${u_region!"Unknown"}

Event ${u_country!"Unknown"}

Event ${u_approveremployeeid!"Unknown"}

Event ${u_delegateemployeeid!"Unknown"}

Event ${u_technicalapproverid!"Unknown"}

Event ${u_extension!"Unknown"}

Event ${u_fax!"Unknown"}

Event ${u_mobile!"Unknown"}

Event ${u_pager!"Unknown"}
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Type Attribute

Event ${u_jobcode!"Unknown"}

Event ${u_comments!"Unknown"}

Event ${u_createdby!"Unknown"}

Event ${u_costcentername!"Unknown"}

Event ${u_costcentercode!"Unknown"}

Event ${u_enabledate!"Unknown"}

Event ${u_disabledate!"Unknown"}

Event ${u_deletedate!"Unknown"}

Event ${u_updatedate!"Unknown"}

Event ${u_sunrisedate!"Unknown"}

Event ${u_sunsetdate!"Unknown"}

Event ${u_criticality!"Unknown"}

Event ${u_domintlin!"Unknown"}

Event ${u_nameprefix!"Unknown"}

Event ${u_namesuffix!"Unknown"}

Event ${u_preferredname!"Unknown"}

Event ${u_secondaryphone!"Unknown"}

Event ${u_statusdescription!"Unknown"}

Event ${u_vacationstart!"Unknown"}

Event ${u_vacationend!"Unknown"}

Event ${u_networkid!"Unknown"}

Event ${u_workpager!"Unknown"}

Event ${u_workextensionnumber!"Unknown"}

Event ${u_workfax!"Unknown"}

Event ${u_employeestatuscode!"Unknown"}
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Type Attribute

Event ${u_locationcode!"Unknown"}

Event ${u_locationname!"Unknown"}

Event ${u_mailcode!"Unknown"}

Event ${u_hiredate!"Unknown"}

Event ${u_rehiredate!"Unknown"}

Event ${u_recenthiredate!"Unknown"}

Event ${u_terminationdate!"Unknown"}

Event ${u_lastdayworked!"Unknown"}

Event ${u_contractstartdate!"Unknown"}

Event ${u_contractenddate!"Unknown"}

Event ${u_employeetypedescription!"Unknown"}

Event ${u_regtempin!"Unknown"}

Event ${u_fulltimeparttimein!"Unknown"}

Event ${u_managerfirstname!"Unknown"}

Event ${u_managerlastname!"Unknown"}

Event ${u_managermiddlename!"Unknown"}

Event ${u_orgunitnumber!"Unknown"}

Event ${u_companycode!"Unknown"}

Event ${u_companynumber!"Unknown"}

Event ${u_hierarchy!"Unknown"}

Event ${u_lastperformancereviewdate!"Unknown"}

Event ${u_lastperformancereviewresult!"Unknown"}

Event ${u_standardhours!"Unknown"}

Event ${u_shiftcode!"Unknown"}

Event ${u_shiftname!"Unknown"}
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Type Attribute

Event ${u_lanid!"Unknown"}

Event ${u_userid!"Unknown"}

Event ${u_transferreddate!"Unknown"}

Event ${u_datasourceid!"Unknown"}

Event ${u_timezoneoffset!"Unknown"}

Event ${u_encrypted!"Unknown"}

Event ${u_encryptedfields!"Unknown"}

Event ${u_maskedfields!"Unknown"}

Event ${u_masked!"Unknown"}

Event ${u_lastsynctime!"Unknown"}

Event ${u_mergeuniquecode!"Unknown"}

Event ${u_skipencryption!"Unknown"}

Resource Group ${rg_id!"Unknown"}

Resource Group ${rg_name!"Unknown"}

Resource Group ${rg_type!"Unknown"}

Resource Group ${rg_vendor!"Unknown"}

Resource Group ${rg_functionality!"Unknown"}

Resource Group ${rg_ownerid!"Unknown"}

Resource Group ${rg_riskscore!"Unknown"}

Resource Group ${rg_criticality!"Unknown"}

Resource Group ${rg_deviceid!"Unknown"}

Resource Group ${rg_timezoneoffset!"Unknown"}

Resource Group ${rg_aggregatelevel!"Unknown"}

Resource Group ${rg_resourcetypeid!"Unknown"}

Resource Group ${rg_clusterid!"Unknown"}
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Type Attribute

Resource Group ${rg_ipaddress!"Unknown"}

Resource Group ${rg_category!"Unknown"}

Resource Group ${rg_amountroundupvalue!"Unknown"}

Resource Group ${rg_syslogenabled!"Unknown"}

Resource Group ${rg_syslogport!"Unknown"}

Resource Group ${rg_customerid!"Unknown"}

Resource Group ${rg_parentstatus!"Unknown"}

Resource Group ${rg_parentid!"Unknown"}

Resource Group ${rg_retainedaccessentitlements!"Unknown"}

Mapped ${resourcename!"Unknown"}

Mapped ${resourcetype!"Unknown"}

Mapped ${ipaddress!"Unknown"}

Mapped ${others!"Unknown"}

Mapped ${eventcount!"Unknown"}

Mapped ${siemid!"Unknown"}

Mapped ${flowsiemid!"Unknown"}

Mapped ${alertid!"Unknown"}

Mapped ${applicationprotocol!"Unknown"}

Mapped ${destinationhostname!"Unknown"}

Mapped ${destinationprocessid!"Unknown"}

Mapped ${destinationmacaddress!"Unknown"}

Mapped ${destinationntdomain!"Unknown"}

Mapped ${destinationuserprivileges!"Unknown"}

Mapped ${destinationprocessname!"Unknown"}

Mapped ${destinationport!"Unknown"}
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Type Attribute

Mapped ${destinationaddress!"Unknown"}

Mapped ${destinationuserid!"Unknown"}

Mapped ${destinationusername!"Unknown"}

Mapped ${deviceaction!"Unknown"}

Mapped ${deviceeventcategory!"Unknown"}

Mapped ${deviceaddress!"Unknown"}

Mapped ${devicehostname!"Unknown"}

Mapped ${deviceprocessid!"Unknown"}

Mapped ${filename!"Unknown"}

Mapped ${filesize!"Unknown"}

Mapped ${bytesin!"Unknown"}

Mapped ${bytesout!"Unknown"}

Mapped ${message!"Unknown"}

Mapped ${eventoutcome!"Unknown"}

Mapped ${transportprotocol!"Unknown"}

Mapped ${requesturl!"Unknown"}

Mapped ${sourcehostname!"Unknown"}

Mapped ${sourcemacaddress!"Unknown"}

Mapped ${sourcentdomain!"Unknown"}

Mapped ${sourceprocessid!"Unknown"}

Mapped ${sourceprocessname!"Unknown"}

Mapped ${sourceport!"Unknown"}

Mapped ${sourceuserprivileges!"Unknown"}

Mapped ${sourceaddress!"Unknown"}

Mapped ${transactionstring1!"Unknown"}
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Type Attribute

Mapped ${transactionstring2!"Unknown"}

Mapped ${transactionstring3!"Unknown"}

Mapped ${transactionstring4!"Unknown"}

Mapped ${transactionstring5!"Unknown"}

Mapped ${transactionstring6!"Unknown"}

Mapped ${categoryobject!"Unknown"}

Mapped ${categorybehavior!"Unknown"}

Mapped ${categorizedtime!"Unknown"}

Mapped ${transactionnumber1!"Unknown"}

Mapped ${transactionnumber2!"Unknown"}

Mapped ${transactionnumber3!"Unknown"}

Mapped ${transactionnumber4!"Unknown"}

Mapped ${transactionnumber5!"Unknown"}

Mapped ${baseeventid!"Unknown"}

Mapped ${baseeventcount!"Unknown"}

Mapped ${destinationdnsdomain!"Unknown"}

Mapped ${deviceinboundinterface!"Unknown"}

Mapped ${deviceoutboundinterface!"Unknown"}

Mapped ${deviceprocessname!"Unknown"}

Mapped ${deviceseverity!"Unknown"}

Mapped ${emailsubject!"Unknown"}

Mapped ${emailsender!"Unknown"}

Mapped ${emailsenderdomain!"Unknown"}

Mapped ${emailrecipient!"Unknown"}

Mapped ${emailrecipientdomain!"Unknown"}
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Type Attribute

Mapped ${emailrecipienttype!"Unknown"}

Mapped ${filecreatetime!"Unknown"}

Mapped ${filemodificationtime!"Unknown"}

Mapped ${filepath!"Unknown"}

Mapped ${filetype!"Unknown"}

Mapped ${oldfilename!"Unknown"}

Mapped ${oldfilepath!"Unknown"}

Mapped ${oldfilesize!"Unknown"}

Mapped ${oldfiletype!"Unknown"}

Mapped ${requestclientapplication!"Unknown"}

Mapped ${requestcontext!"Unknown"}

Mapped ${requestmethod!"Unknown"}

Mapped ${translatedipaddress!"Unknown"}

Mapped ${translatedport!"Unknown"}

Mapped ${sessionid!"Unknown"}

Mapped ${customstring1!"Unknown"}

Mapped ${customstring2!"Unknown"}

Mapped ${customstring3!"Unknown"}

Mapped ${customnumber1!"Unknown"}

Mapped ${customnumber2!"Unknown"}

Mapped ${customnumber3!"Unknown"}

Mapped ${resourcecomments!"Unknown"}

Mapped ${resourcecustomfield1!"Unknown"}

Mapped ${resourcecustomfield2!"Unknown"}

Mapped ${resourcecustomfield3!"Unknown"}
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Type Attribute

Mapped ${resourcecustomfield4!"Unknown"}

Mapped ${resourcecustomfield5!"Unknown"}

Mapped ${resourcecustomfield6!"Unknown"}

Mapped ${resourcecustomfield7!"Unknown"}

Mapped ${resourcecustomfield8!"Unknown"}

Mapped ${resourcehierarchy!"Unknown"}

Mapped ${resourcehierarchyname!"Unknown"}

Mapped ${resourcestatus!"Unknown"}

Mapped ${resourcehostname!"Unknown"}

Mapped ${zone!"Unknown"}

Mapped ${classification!"Unknown"}

Geolocation for mapped IP address ${eventcountry!"Unknown"}

Geolocation for mapped IP address ${eventregion!"Unknown"}

Geolocation for mapped IP address ${eventcity!"Unknown"}

Geolocation for mapped IP address ${eventlatitude!"Unknown"}

Geolocation for mapped IP address ${eventlongitude!"Unknown"}

Geolocation for mapped IP address ${postalcode!"Unknown"}

Geolocation for source hostname ${sourcehostnamecountry!"Unknown"}

Geolocation for source hostname ${sourcehostnameregion!"Unknown"}

Geolocation for source hostname ${sourcehostnamecity!"Unknown"}

Geolocation for source hostname ${sourcehostnamelatitude!"Unknown"}

Geolocation for source hostname ${sourcehostnamelongitude!"Unknown"}

Geolocation for source hostname ${sourcehostnamepostalcode!"Unknown"}

Geolocation for destination hostname ${destinationhostnamecountry!"Unknown"}

Geolocation for destination hostname ${destinationhostnameregion!"Unknown"}
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Type Attribute

Geolocation for destination hostname ${destinationhostnamecity!"Unknown"}

Geolocation for destination hostname ${destinationhostnamelatitude!"Unknown"}

Geolocation for destination hostname ${destinationhostnamelongitude!"Unknown"}

Geolocation for destination hostname ${destinationhostnamepostalcode!"Unknown"}

Geolocation for resource hostname ${resourcehostnamecountry!"Unknown"}

Geolocation for resource hostname ${resourcehostnameregion!"Unknown"}

Geolocation for resource hostname ${resourcehostnamecity!"Unknown"}

Geolocation for resource hostname ${resourcehostnamelatitude!"Unknown"}

Geolocation for resource hostname ${resourcehostnamelongitude!"Unknown"}

Geolocation for resource hostname ${resourcehostnamepostalcode!"Unknown"}

Geolocation for device hostname ${devicehostnamecountry!"Unknown"}

Geolocation for device hostname ${devicehostnameregion!"Unknown"}

Geolocation for device hostname ${devicehostnamecity!"Unknown"}

Geolocation for device hostname ${devicehostnamelatitude!"Unknown"}

Geolocation for device hostname ${devicehostnamelongitude!"Unknown"}

Geolocation for device hostname ${devicehostnamepostalcode!"Unknown"}

Geolocation for device hostname

Geolocation for device hostname

TPI ${tpi_addr!"Unknown"}

TPI ${tpi_domain!"Unknown"}

TPI ${tpi_type!"Unknown"}

TPI ${tpi_src!"Unknown"}

TPI ${tpi_date!"Unknown"}

TPI ${tpi_text!"Unknown"}

TPI ${tpi_category!"Unknown"}
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Type Attribute

TPI ${tpi_reason!"Unknown"}

TPI ${tpi_description!"Unknown"}

TPI ${tpi_filename!"Unknown"}

TPI ${tpi_action!"Unknown"}

TPI ${tpi_criticality!"Unknown"}

TPI ${tpi_version!"Unknown"}

TPI ${tpi_malware!"Unknown"}

TPI ${tpi_risk!"Unknown"}

TPI ${tpi_recommendation!"Unknown"}

TPI ${tpi_resolution!"Unknown"}

TPI ${tpi_indicators!"Unknown"}

Account ${accountcriticality!"Unknown"}

Account ${accounttype!"Unknown"}

Account ${accountcreateddate!"Unknown"}

Account ${accountdisableddate!"Unknown"}

Account ${accountwhitelisted!"Unknown"}

Account ${accountblacklisted!"Unknown"}

Account ${accountencrypted!"Unknown"}

Account ${accountowner!"Unknown"}

Account ${accountstatus!"Unknown"}

Account ${devicecustomipv6address1!"Unknown"}

Account ${devicecustomipv6address2!"Unknown"}

Account ${devicecustomipv6address3!"Unknown"}

Account ${devicecustomipv6address4!"Unknown"}

Account ${devicecustomfloatingpoint1!"Unknown"}
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Type Attribute

Account ${devicecustomfloatingpoint2!"Unknown"}

Account ${devicecustomfloatingpoint3!"Unknown"}

Account ${devicecustomfloatingpoint4!"Unknown"}

Account ${devicecustomfloatingpoint1label!"Unknown"}

Account ${devicecustomfloatingpoint2label2!"Unknown"}

Account ${devicecustomfloatingpoint3label3!"Unknown"}

Account ${devicecustomfloatingpoint4label4!"Unknown"}

Account ${devicecustomstring1!"Unknown"}

Account ${devicecustomstring2!"Unknown"}

Account ${devicecustomstring3!"Unknown"}

Account ${devicecustomstring4!"Unknown"}

Account ${devicecustomstring5!"Unknown"}

Account ${devicecustomstring6!"Unknown"}

Account ${endtime!"Unknown"}

Account ${starttime!"Unknown"}

Account ${sourceuserid!"Unknown"}

Account ${sourceusername!"Unknown"}

Account ${destinationservicename!"Unknown"}

Account ${destinationtranslatedaddress!"Unknown"}

Account ${destinationtranslatedport!"Unknown"}

Account ${devicecustomdate1!"Unknown"}

Account ${devicecustomdate2!"Unknown"}

Account ${devicedirection!"Unknown"}

Account ${devicednsdomain!"Unknown"}

Account ${deviceexternalid!"Unknown"}
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Account ${devicefacility!"Unknown"}

Account ${devicemacaddress!"Unknown"}

Account ${devicentdomain!"Unknown"}

Account ${filehash!"Unknown"}

Account ${filepermission!"Unknown"}

Account ${oldfilecreatetime!"Unknown"}

Account ${oldfilehash!"Unknown"}

Account ${oldfileid!"Unknown"}

Account ${oldfilemodificationtime!"Unknown"}

Account ${oldfilepermission!"Unknown"}

Account ${sourcednsdomain!"Unknown"}

Account ${sourceservicename!"Unknown"}
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